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Materials Processing in a Transfarmer Coupled Plasma souree

Summary
A Transformer Coupled Plasma (TCP) souree is a radio frequency (13.56 MHz)
induction plasma souree with characteristics that make it a very attractive tooi for
materials processing. In the TCP it is possible to create a highly uniform, low pressure
(<10-2 Torr), high density (-10 11 cm-3) plasma in typical processing gasses like CHF3 ,
C2F6, C3F6, C3F6/H2 and CFJ02.
Various materials were etched in the TCP under RF biased conditions. By applying an
RF bias potential to a substrate the energy at which ions are bombarding the substrate
can be controlled. lt has been found in the TCP that RF biasing can be done
independently from plasma generation, i.e., without influencing the ion density in the
plasma. RF biasing allows for etching processes in a TCP to take place at a high rate
and in an anisotropic way.
The main goal of the performed studies was to develop and eventually understand the
mechanism of selective etch processes in the TCP. lt has been found that etch
selectivity of one material to another can be achieved by a careful choice of the feedgas
chemistry. The materials that were processed in the work presented are silicon dioxide,
silicon nitride, photoresist, and chromium.
Selective etching of silicon dioxide to silicon nitride or photoresist has been achieved in
discharges fed with fluorocarbon feedgases that have a low F/C ratio. The etch rates of
the silicon dioxide and silicon nitride were found to correlate with the thickness of a
fluorocarbon film that is present under steady state etching conditions. A difference
between the film thicknesses on the surfaces of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride is
suggested to be responsible for selective etching. Silicon dioxide has been etched with
a maximum selectivity to nitride of 16 to 1 in a 1400 W inductive power plasma at 6
mTorr with a feedgas mixture of 43% H2 and 57% C3F6 at -100V self-bias potential.
At this condition the etch rate of silicon nitride is selectively suppressed due to the
presence of a relatively thick fluorocarbon film. A similar mechanism might be active
for selective etching of silicon dioxide to photoresist which can be done with a
selectivity of 12 to 1 at the same process conditions.
In a different study it has been attempted to achieve etch selectivity of chromium to
photoresist using a CFJ02 chemistry, but a selective etch process could not be
developed. However, in a CFJ02 plasma with less than 30% CF4 concentration at
1400 W inductive power and 20 mTorr operating pressure highly selective etching of
chromium to silicon dioxide has been found to occur. A process for high-resolution
pattem transfer into chromium is therefore suggested to be possible by using an oxide
etch mask.
In order to produce these oxide masks a selective and anisotropic oxide to resist
process is needed. lt has been found that in a 1400W CHF3 discharge at 6 mTorr
operating pressure an etching process with sufficient selectivity of silicon dioxide to
photoresist takes place to transfer patterns into silicon dioxide using a resist mask. At
this condition structures with aspect ratios higher than 10 and side wall angles up to
88° can be etched. 1t thus shows that oxide mask production can successfully be
performed in the TCP.

Summary/Samenvatting

Samenvatting
Een Transfarmer Coupled Plasma (TCP) bron is in staat om d.m.v. radio-frequente
(13.56 MHz) inductieve koppeling bij lage druk (<10-2 Torr) een hogedichtheidsplasma (- 1011 cm- 3) te genereren in typische procesgassen zoals CHF3 , C2F6 ,
C3F6 , C3F6/H2 en CFJ02. De plasmas hebben een zeer uniforme ionen- en
neutralenverdeling over relatief grote oppervakken. Deze eigenschappen zorgen ervoor
dat de TCP een aantrekkelijk apparaat is om in een industriële omgeving materialen
mee te deponeren/of te etsen.
Verschillende materialen zijn geëtst in de TCP onder condities waarbij een RF biasspanning is aangelegd op het substraat. Door een RF bias-spanning aan te leggen, kan
de energie waarmee ionen uit het plasma het oppervlak van het substraat bombarderen,
gecontroleerd worden. In de TCP kan het RF-biasen gedaan worden zonder dat de
plasmageneratie beïnvloed wordt, m.a.w. zonder de ionendichtheid in het plasma te
veranderen. Het aanleggen van de RF bias-spanning maakt het mogelijk om met een
hoge snelheid anisotroop te etsen.
Het hoofddoel van de uitgevoerde studie was het ontwikkelen van en uiteindelijk het
begrijpen van het mechanisme van selectieve etsprocessen in de TCP. Het selectief
etsen van het ene materiaal ten opzichte van een ander materiaal is uiteindelijk mogelijk
gebleken door een zorgvuldige keuze van de gebruikte procesgaschemie. Materialen
die geëtst zijn in het werk dat hier gepresenteerd is, zijn siliciumdioxide, siliciumnitride,
photoresistief materiaal (resist), en chroom.
Selectief etsen van siliciumoxide t.o.v. siliciumnitride is bereikt in ontladingen in
koolstoffluoride-gassen (CFK's) met een lage F/C vehouding. De etssnelheden van
siliciumoxide en siliciumnitride blijken af te hangen van de dikte van een
koolstoffluoride laag die aanwezig is op het oppervlak dat geëtst wordt. Een verschil in
dikte van de laag aanwezig op oxide en nitride is aangedragen als de uiteindelijk
verantwoordelijke factor voor het behalen van selectiviteit. De hoogste
siliciumdioxide-selectiviteit t.o.v. siliciumnitride die behaald is, is 16 tegen 1 in een
plasma bij 6 mTorr waar 1400W inductief vermogen ingekoppeld werd en een
gemiddelde RF bias-spanning van -1 OOV was aangelegd. Het gebruikte gasmengsel
bestond uit 43% H2 en 57% C3F6 • Bij deze condities wordt de siliciumnitride
etssnelheid selectief onderdrukt omdat er een relatief dikke laag koolstoffluoride op het
oppervlak aanwezig is. Hetzelfde mechanisme om selectiviteit te bereiken, kan
werkzaam zijn voor resist. Bij dezelfde procescondities kan namelijk een selectiviteit
van siliciumoxide t.o.v. resist van 12 tegen 1 behaald worden.
In een andere studie is er gepoogd om selectiviteit van chroom t.o.v. resist te behalen
in een plasma in een gasmengsel van CF4/0 2, hetgeen niet mogelijk bleek te zijn. Wat
wel mogelijk bleek was het selectief etsen van chroom t.o.v. siliciumoxide met een
plasma van CFJ0 2 als de CF4 concentratie minder dan 30% was, 1400 Wingekoppeld
wordt en de druk 20 mTorr is. Op basis daarvan is een proces voorgesteld voor het
etsen van structuren in chroom m.b.v. een oxide-masker.
Om deze oxide-maskers te maken is echter een anisotroop ets proces vereist dat
selectief oxide t.o.v. resist kan etsen. Het is gebleken dat het mogelijk is om in een
CHF3 plasma bij een druk van 6 mTorr en een inductief vermogen van 1400W
voldoende selectiviteit te behalen, zodat succesvol structuren in het siliciumdioxide
geëtst kunnen worden m.b.v. een resist-masker. De geëtste structuren hebben aspect
ratios van 10 of hoger en zijwanden met hoekensteilheden van 88°. Het is dus mogelijk
om oxide-maskers te produceren in de TCP.
ü
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1. General Introduetion
1.1 Semiconductor Device Technology
At present there is considerable interest in Semiconductor Industry in the development
of improved silicon-based integrated circuits with respect to the present generation of
ultra large scale integrated (ULSI) microelectronic devices. Integrated circuits, also
known as (micro)chips, are complex structures of transistors wired together on the
surface of a semiconductor wafer to form an electrical circuit. They find applications as
principal components of electronic and telecommunication systems. rsu961
Since 1958, when the integrated circuit (IC) was invented, the transistor density on
chips has grown exponentially. The number of transistors on a chip initially doubled
every two years and since the 1970' s every year and a half, as can bee seen from Fig.
l.l.[NR91]
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Fig 1.1: Chip density and device dimension trendfrom 1970's until present/NR9 1l

The trend of exponential chip density increase is called Moore's law. It appears that
this growth will continue at least for another ten years without slowing down. The
continuous increase in chip capacity has resulted in a steady impravement of chip
performance, a cost reduction per chip, and an unending list of new products.[0 E96b,
RY95, NR91, Ll94]

As the density of devices increases the lateral dimensions have to consistently decrease,
as is also shown in Fig. l.I. Besides finer dimensions, another trend is to move to
multilevel integration, where three or more levels of metals and insuiators are used.
These trends place increased demands on the fabrication of interconnections between
the different metallayers. The technologies that are of key importance to IC fabrication
from this point of view are lithography, etching, planarization and filling
techniques. [RY951 Although the main part of this work will be concerned with etching,
lithography will shortly be discussed in the next section. Planarization and filling
techniques will not be discussed.
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1.2 Lithography
The basic approach of generating a pattem in a thin film is schematically outlined in
Fig. 1.2. The pattem is defined by lithography in a layer of a light-sensitive material,
photoresist. Depending on whether negative or positive resist is used, the exposed
photoresist areas undergo chemica! changes and become either less or more resistant
to plasma treatment. In this way a pattem can be transferred into the light-sensitive
photoresist. The resistive material will serve as an etch mask in a subsequent etching
step, which transfers the resist pattem into the underlying materiaL After the patteming
etch step, the photoresist is stripped and the desired structure is produced.
The lithography step basically requires a light source, lenses and a photomask. 1t can
be performed in several manners. Figure 1.2 gives a schematic view of three possible
lithography approaches.
light
souree

0
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0
0
L~~ L~~
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::~!~~-Fl
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Fig. 1.2: Lithography Techniques:r 8 u961
a) Contact printing is able to achieve dimensions down to 2 micron.
b) Proximity printing can produce dimensions down to 1 micron.
c) Projection printing is capable ofreaching sub-micron dimensions.

Contact printers were the first lithography tools used in IC manufacturing. In contact
printing, the mask cantacts the wafer during the light exposure and the features of the
lithograpbic mask are of the same size as the ones produced in the photoresist layer on
the wafer. In projection printing, the mask corresponds to one IC and is reduced in size
by projection onto the wafer. Further lithograpbic advances were possible by
employing light with increasingly shorter wavelength, ultimately resulting in the use of
UV steppers. It is expected that by the beginning of the next century x-ray lithography
· c h'tp manu f actunng.
· [OE96b· CU83]
WI'}} be use d m
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1.3 Etching

1.3.1 Chemical Wet Etching
Until the beginning of the 1980's wet chemical etching was used extensively for
photoresist pattem transfer. The great advantage of chemica} wet etching is its high
etch selectivity, i.e., the ability tostop the etching process at an underlying, chemically
different layer. However, wet etching is an isotropie process, which means that its
vertical and lateral etch rates are comparable. This results in an undercut of the etch
mask, as can beseen from Fig. 1.3.

Mask
Film

(a)

Substrate

(b)

Mask
Film
Substrate

Mask
Film

(c)

Substrate
Fig. 1.3: struetures befare and after etehing.
(a)
The maskedfilm befare the etehing proeess has started.
(b)
The resulting strueture after an anisatrapie eteh ideally has vertieal side walls.
(e)
The resulting strueture after an isotropie eteh. lf the trenehes are very closely paeked it ean
be seen that they start overlapping eaeh other and the strueture will be lost.

This undercutting becomes probiernatie when the patterns are that dense that the
structure would be lost, as can be seen in Fig. 1.3c. The trend towards high-density
packing of microchip components however, requires structures with small lateral
dimensions. In addition, the vertical dimensions of the features need to remain
approximately the same or even need to increase due to conductivity limitations of thin
ft.lm conductors. This means that the aspect ratio (the ratio of vertical dimension to
lateral dimension) of typical structures increases drastically. lt is clear that successful
high-density pattem transfer cannot be performed using chemically wet etching for
structures with aspect ratios exceeding a value of 1. For higher aspect ratios the
pattems to be transferred will be completely destroyed.INR91 · oE96bl
Anisotropic etching is therefore essential in the processing of high-density integrated
circuits. ldeally, zero-bias profiles (i.e., perfectly vertical walls) can be produced by dry
etching techniques, such as reactive ion etching. Historically, wet etching was replaced
by plasma etching c.q. reactive ion etching techniques when the characteristic lateral
dimension of features was still greater than one micron. 10E96b1
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1.3.2 Etching using Low Density Plasmas: Reactive Ion Etching
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) has been the most widely used dry etching technique that
provides an anisotropic etching process. In RIE etching, a discharge is generated in a
gas mixture that is present in a vacuum chamber between two parallel plates. One of
the parallel plates is RF powered and the other is either floating or grounded. The
electrode and the walls inthereactor are surrounded by an electroo-free positive space
charge region, the sheath. The powered electrode acquires a negative charge due to the
fact that the mobility of electrans is much higher than the ion mobility. The electrode
will therefore develop a negative self-bias voltage by a mechanism that will be
discussed later in this work. The electric field due to the negative charge accelerates
the positive ions entering the sheath region perpendicular to the surface. This leads to
directional ion bombardment of the surface.
If a substrate is placed onto the powered electrode, directional reactive ion etching of
the substrate will take place. Ion bombardment can enhance or initiate one or all of the
fundamental reaction steps occurring at the surface of the substrate and leads to
greater vertical than lateral etch rates. The combination of ion bombardment and attack
of reactive neutrals enables dry etching processes which are bath highly directional and
chemically selective. The reason for this is the existence of synergistic effects between
ion bombardment and neutral chemistry, which has become clear from beam
experiments by Caburn and Winters, see Fig. 1.4.1c8791
J-laF1 BAS+Ar+ IOIIIUI + XtFz
U~

,.. .

su+ Ar+ 1011 IEAI-j
HU

.

.

.

·.~

•

. ..

'

•

Fig. 1.4: Etching rate of silicon as a function of time during sequentia[ exposure to first a xenon
difluoride molecular beam, then both a xenon difluoride and an argon ion beam , and finally just to
an argon ion beam. The neutral-ion synergy is clearly evident: when both beams are on, the etch rate
is much greater than the sum of the two etch rates of each individual beamJC8791

Selectivity in plasma etching, typically represented as an etch rate ratio, is a measure of
how aggressive the chemistry attacks films other than the one to be etched, such as the
underlying substrate or masking materiaL Etch selectivity can be due to the differences
in net adsorption rate and reactivities of the plasma with the materials, differences in
volatility of reaction products or a difference in possibility to farm an etch inhibiting
layer on one material and not on the other. IHE7s. EP79, EP82, OE87a, OE87b, OE921 Unlike
anisotropy, etch selectivity is much harder to achieve in plasma processing since ion
bombardment makes chemica} differences between materials less important in the
etching process. Therefore, selectivity and anisotropy aften compete in the design of a
plasma etch process. If good endpoint (i.e., the point when the etching process has
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reached the underlayer on which the process should stop) detection we re available,
simply tuming off the plasma after reaching the endpoint would prevent the underlayer
from being etched. However, this requires a high uniformity of the etch process over
the total area of the wafer, otherwise the etch process cannot be stopped at the right
moment everywhere. Hence, also depending on the process uniformity, there is a
certain need for selectivity. In addition to reduced selectivity, ion bombardment also
has the disadvantage of causing radiation damage to the device to be etched. Ions with
too much energy can do damage to underlying structures. So in this case the
anisotropy sees a trade-off towards damage and selectivity. As can be concluded from
the above, the different key requirements on a plasma etching process are correlated
and often trade-offs have to be made.
lt may be clear at this point that it is a formidable task to meet all the requirements
simultaneously or even to develop a successful etch process for a certain application.
Since the conventional low-density Reactive Ion Etching process is not able to meet
the future demands on etching processes, currently new high-density plasma reactors
and high-density etch processes are being developed.

1.3.3 Etching using High Density Plasmas
One of the most important requirements that conventional RIE etching will not be able
to meet is that on the rates of the etching processes. In addition, conventional
processes that typically have relatively high operating pressures and low ion densities
suffer from the characteristic that etching of open surfaces (blanket etching)
significantly differs from etching of structures. The effect has been variously named in
literature as RIE lag, microloading, aperture effect, and aspect ratio dependent etching
(ARDE).raon, 1094a,b,cJ At present, in conventional RIE reactors, it is possible to etch
contact holes and trenches having diameters of 0.5 micron or larger and with maximum
aspect ratios of 3. However, future device technologies are likely to demand much
more of the etching techniques. Por example, comparing the mentioned values with the
values listed in Table 1.1 that are the in the future required values for etching of
pattems into oxide, rc 094a,bl it clearly shows that RIE etching is most likely not going to
be able to achieve these requirements.
Table 1.1: Requirements on next generation etch techniques.'c094a1

Process Property

Objective

Si02 Etch Rate
Si02 Etch Rate Nonuniformity (3cr)
Etch Rate Nonuniformity
(underlayer and mask, 3cr)
Selectivity of Si02 to Si
Selectivity of Si02 to mask (photoresist)
Selectivity of Si02 to SbN4
Sictewall Profile of Structures
I
L_ ARDE (0.35 l!m to open area, AR 4: 1)

- 1000 nrn/min
<5%
<10%

·-·

>40:1
> 12:1
> 30:1
89°-90°
<10%
........................-...
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To satisfy the demands listed in this table and some additional requirements, the
following etch process variables are required:[0 E96a1
1. Low pressure; 1 to 20 mTorr. This prevents ion scattering in the sheath that has
been found to be important for reduced ARDE. [N°89 · 00921 1t is also helpful in
reducing contamination, e.g., by partiele formation.
2. High plasma density; ion densities equal to or greater than 10 11 cm-3 • This enables
the achievement of a high etch rate and a good control of the critica! dimensions
and etching profiles. Additionally the plasma sheath is typically relatively thin in
high density plasmas.
3. Controllable ion energy; 20 to 400 eV. This is necessary to control surface damage
and etching selectivity.
4. Uniform patteming over 200 mm and soon 300 mm diameter substrates. A
prerequisite of this are uniform ion and neutral fluxes over the substrate.
5. Accurate temperature control is essential for compatibility with metalization layers
and temperature sensitive films, e.g., polymers.
The necessity to reduce the problems with ARDE and to increase reaction rates, in
combination with the desire of reduced etch-induced lattice and electrical damage
(radiation damage), has therefore led to the development of low-pressure high-density
plasma sources.
Two classes of designs have been investigated, namely electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR) sourees and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) sources. ECR sourees already
have intensively been studied at present. [J 094a,b,c,KI 94'0 E94a,bJ ICP' s are currently a widely
pursued topic of investigation. [Ho9za. u 94' 0 E96b1 Two types of ICP' s are commonly
used. The first uses a solenoidal coil wrapped around the outer diameter of a dielectric
chamber wall. The second uses a spiral coil of rectangular cross section placed on top
of a cylindrical chamber. The latter configuration was independently proposed by
Keiler et al. [KE931 who called it a Radio Frequent Induction (RFI) souree and Lam
Research who called it a Transfarmer Coupled Plasma (TCP) souree and has been
jointly developed. In this work this tooi will be referred to as a TCP source. In a TCP
souree it is possible to generate a high-density plasma, i.e., ion densities in excess of
10 12 cm-3 in Ar at a low operating pressure (5-25 mTorr). The high uniformity of TCP
plasmas allows for processing over large area wafers. The energy of ions incident on
the surface can be controlled independently from the plasma generation and the plasma
potential is relatively low. The combination of these properties make the TCP a
promising candidate for meeting the future requirements, although considerable
process development, plasma characterization and modeling are still needed.

6
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1.4 Thesis Structure
Even though the TCP high-density plasmas reveal improved characteristics that allow
etching processes that are likely to meet future requirements, still many trade-offs exist
between different process objectives and problems are left in practical etching
processes.
In this work some of the problems that were addressed by the TCP group in the
Plasma Research Laboratories of the State University of New York at Albany will be
discussed.
In the next chapter (chapter 2) the plasma and surface diagnostics used in the
presented research to develop optimized processes will be topic of discussion. Mter
this (chapter 3) the experimental setup of the transfarmer coupled plasma souree will
be outlined. Based on results obtained with the several diagnostics the typical process
window for experiments will be defined. The mechanism of RF biasing experiments in
a CHF3 plasma will be presented in chapter 4 and some conclusions will be drawn. In
chapter 5 the results of a study on the selective etching of oxide to nitride and resist
will be presented. In this study different feedgas chemistries like C2F6 , C3F6 and
C3F6/H 2 were used. Ion current densities in these gases were determined and optica!
emission spectroscopy was performed on discharges in these gases. The dependenee of
the etch rates on parameters like RF bias power, inductive power, operating pressure,
and feedgas chemistry were determined using ellipsometry and are presented as well as
results from XPS experiments. In chapter 6 the results of selective chromium to resist
and oxide etching in CF4/0 2 discharges are presented. Based on the results a
fabrication process for photo-masks that find applications in optica! lithography is
proposed. After this some general conclusions will be drawn in chapter 7 and a future
outlook will be given in chapter 8.

7
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2. Diagnostics
Obtaining a better understanding of the microscopie processes that are occurring in the
gas-phase of a plasma and at the interface between the plasma and the substrate is
ultimately key in process optimization. Plasma and surface diagnostics have the
capability to provide the information of the microscopie properties of a plasma. Table
2.1 gives a survey of the diagnostics that have been used in this work.
Table 2.1: A survey of plasmaand surface diagnostic techniques and the most relevant information
they can provl'de. [OE96b]

Technique

Quantity Determined

Langmuir Probe

Ion Density
Electron Temperature
Plasma Potential
Chemical composition of the plasma
Density of electronically excited species
Gas Temperature of Species
Refractive Index
Processing Rate of Substrate Material
Thickness of Reaction Layers
Morphology of Microstructures
Chemical composition of Reaction Layers
Thickness of_~~action ~-~yer~---·-··------

Optical Emission Spectroscopy

Ellipsometry

Scanning Electron Microscopy
/ X -ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy

L __

·-

In this chapter first, the plasma diagnostics, Langmuir probe and optical elTilSSton
spectroscopy (OES), will be discussed. Next, the surface diagnostics, Ellipsometry,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS),
will be illustrated.

2.1 Langmuir Probe
2.1.1 Introduetion
Langmuir or electrostatic probes are small metallic electrodes that are inserted into a
plasma. In general, it is possible to deterrnine the current-voltage characteristic (1- V
curve) of the plasma, i.e., the curve that gives the relationship between the current that
is drawn from the plasma to a surface to which a certain potential is applied. Analysis
of the 1-V curve can give information about plasma characteristics like the electron
density ne, the electron energy distribution function fe(E), the ion density ni, the ion
energy distribution function fi(E), and the plasma potential V p· If Maxwellian energy
distributions are assumed, also the electron temperature Te and ion temperature Ti can
be deterrnined.[PM 90 • sE911 Te and Ti are usually expressedinelectron volts (eV), with 1
e V corresponding to 11600 K.
In a DC plasma it is rather straight forward to de termine the I-V curve of a plasma. In
an RF discharge however, some of the plasma characteristics are RF modulated and
this enhances the complexity of interpretation of the 1-V curve significantly. In this
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work only the ion densities are deterrnined from the ion saturation current measured
using a Langmuir probe.

2.1.2 Theory
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of a plasma
measured with a single Langmuir probe. In this plot the electron current has a positive
value and the positive ion current a negative value.
160
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Fig. 2.1: Single Probe Characteristic measured in a high-density Ar discharge. Probe col/eetion area
is 0.1 cm2 _tPM90f

Potential VP is the space or plasma potential. The plasma potential VP is defined to be
at the intersectien of the exponentially increasing electron current from region B and
the electron current line from region C. At this point the potential of the probe and the
plasma are equal and there are no electric fields around the probe. Due to their thermal
motions charged particles collide with the probe. Electrens are much more mobile than
ions since their mass is much lower. Therefore, the current flowing from the plasma to
the probe is at this point mainly caused by electrons.
When a positive voltage higher than VP is applied to the probe, as in region C of Fig.
2.1, the ions that could reach the probe at VP with thermal velocity are then repelled.
The electrens in the near surroundings of the plasma are accelerated to the probe and
will build up a negative charge layer, the electron sheath. The space charge of this
sheath is equal to the positive charge of the probe. The sheath therefore shields the
bulk of the plasma from the electric fields due to the probe potential. When the quasineutral particles from the bulk plasma enter the sheath due to thermal collisions, the
strong electric fields inside the sheath accelerate the electrens towards the probe and
repel the ions. The current that is drawn from the plasma in this way is called the
electron current.
In region B of Fig. 2.1 the current falls off as the applied probe voltage decreases. This
is because the probe potential is now at a negative value with respect to the plasma
potential. Electrens from the plasma are therefore being repelled from the probe. This
region is called the transition or the electron retarding region of the I-V characteristic.
At the point where no net current is drawn from the plasma, the probe is at floating
potential Vf. This is also the potential that every electrically insulated object present in
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the plasma will obtain, since no net current can flow to or from this object. The
floating potential can be calculated from the following equation:[suss. cKss. RA 93 · u 94• 0 E96bl
(2.1)

where: kTele: electron temperature (V),
Ii:
ion saturation current (A),
Ie:
electron saturation current (A).
As can be seen from this equation, the floating potential is directly dependent on the
plasma potential VP and the electron temperature.
At large negative values of the probe bias, region A, an ion sheath instead of an
electron sheath is built up. The current that is detected in this region is called the ion
current. The ion current is small in comparison to the electron current that again is due
to the difference in mobility. The ion current in the high negative voltage region does
not change significantly. This is because above a eertaio voltage all ions in the near
surroundings of the probe are collected. The measured current is therefore often called
the ion saturation current. In the rest of this work the ion saturation current will simply
be called the ion current.
In the presented experiments only the ion current is determined using the probe. The
total ion current collected with the probe depends on the total ion collection area, and
it is not a real plasma parameter. lt is more interesting to determine the ion current
density. This gives the current that is drawn from the plasma per unit of collection
area. From the ion current Ii it is in principle possible to determine the ion density from
the plasma. The ion current to the probeis given to the first order by Eq. 2.2:

/; =ICD-A=K n; e A (kTelm/12
where: lCD:
K:

ni:
e:
A:
k Te:
mi:

(2.2)

ion current density,
geometrie factor (-112),
ion density,
electrooie charge,
the ion collection area,
electron temperature,
ion mass.

The ion collection area is actually the area of the ion sheath, but in the case of
assurning that the sheath thickness is small in comparison with the probe radius the
difference between the probe area and the sheath area can be neglected. This thin
sheath approximation can generally be made in high density plasmas for probes of most
shapes. [PM901

2.1.3 Experimental setup
lf the probe is in the plasma during all the time that a plasma is running, it is possible
that some material will be deposited on or sputtered from the probe. This will change
the total collection area and therefore lead to inaccuracy in the data that is taken.
Therefore the measurements are done with the PMT FastProbe system that has a
retractable probe. In Fig. 2.2 a schematic view of the system is given. With this system
10
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it is possible to inject the probe rapidly (within 0.25 s) in and out of the plasma.
Another advantage of the very short injection time is that only little probe heating takes
place. Therefore, the probetips can be very small. The small size rninirnizes on its turn
the plasma perturbation. Especially in high density plasmas the perturbation caused by
drawing a current from the plasma is negligible. Por low density plasmas the use of a
doubleprobeis preferred since then no current is drawn from the plasma.[sE9 tl
plasma

PC

probe controller

Fig. 2.2:

storage
oscilloscope

Schematic view of the single Langmuir probe setup.

The retractable probe system consists of a probe controller unit, a bipolar power
supply, a probe drive unit and a probe tip. The area of the non insulated part of the
probe tip is 0.1 cm2 • The probe controller biases the probe tip with a voltage between 100 V to +100 V. lt initiates the pneumatic injection mechanism, with a 10 inch stroke,
in the probe drive unit after the injection button on the controller is pushed. The probe
tip shoots into the plasma chamber and is able to scan across 70% of the wafer. lt
reacts the current that is drawn from the plasma by measuring the voltage drop over a
resistor. lt is possible to select the scale of the detected current by choosing a 1, 10,
100 or 1000 n resistor over which the voltage is measured. This corresponds with a
current of respectively 1 A, 100 mA, 10 mA, 1 mA respectively. Finally, the probe
controller reacts the position of the probe tip by measuring the voltage drop over a
variabie resistor. The value of the resistor corresponds with the position of the tip.
The ion current signal and the position signal are sent from the controller to a storage
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope triggers on the position signal. When the probe tip
shoots into the plasma, the oscilloscope records both signals for the time period that
the tip is in the plasma. The recorded signals can be saved as data files. From these
data it is possible to get a radial profile of the ion current, and therefore the ion density
of the plasma.

2.2 Optica/ Emission Spectroscopy (OES)
2.2.1 Introduetion
Optical ernission spectroscopy is a widely used in situ diagnostic of processing
plasmas. From optical ernission spectra it is possible to identify the ernitting species
present in a plasma. The ernission intensities are proportional to the densities of the
electronically excited species. However, since the majority of the plasma species are in
11
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their ground electronk states, it is necessary for understanding reaction mechanisms in
plasmas to have information about the concentratien of ground state species rather
than excited species. Using the technique of actinometry it is possible to obtain some
information on the ground state density of certain species from optica! ernission
spectra. [LI94, wA86. coso]

2.2.2 Theory
There are several paths along which excited species in a plasma can relax to lower
energy states. For example, the process of atomie transitions from one electronk state
to another leads to a line spectrum in the UV, visible and IR regions. A vibrational
spectrum in the visible and IR regions, on the other hand, is the result of molecular
transitions between different vibrational states. There are molecular transitions between
rotational states that give a rotational spectrum in the far IR region and larger
wavelengths. In genera!, the spectrum consists for an important part of ernission lines
that originate from transitions between one ro-vibrational state on a certain electronk
level and another ro-vibrational state on another electronic level.
The transitions in these three processes and their combinations take place between
different discrete levels. Apart from these discrete processes there are processes that
result in continuous spectrum. In plasmas used for processing often molecular ions are
dorninantly present and dissociative recombination occurs to be an important process
with radiative transitions between a continuous and a discrete energy level. Also
radiation processes can occur between two continuous levels, e.g., ernission due to the
slowing down of electrons or ions. The accumulation of the ernission resulting from all
described processes and their combinations leads to a specifk spectrum.

2.2.3 Actioometry
lf ernission from a radkal arises from direct electron-impact excitation of the ground
state,

A+e-?A*+e
where: A
A*

: the ground state species,
: the excited, emitting species,

.
. .
. I [OE96 LI94]
the mtenstty IS proport10na to:
·
(2.3)

where: nA*
nA

ne

: number density of excited species A*,
: ground state density of A,
: electron density,
: electron mass,
: energy dependent electron impact excitation cross-section,
: electron energy distribution,
: threshold excitation energy.
12
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If the radical concentration is unknown it could be determined using this equation.
This, however, is never done in practice since electron energy distributions in RF
discharges are complex and hard to be measured or calculated. Instead, actinometry is
often used to determine the ground state density nA of certain radicals.

A* ~r-w~,
!..._

!....
I

hV1

"ï
ll

x---

A--'Rad ical

Actinemeter

Fig. 2.3:
Excitation from the ground state and emission during relaxation of both
actinometer and radical. The actinometer needs to be chosen such that the excitation energy is close
to the excitation energy of the radical. The wavelength of the emission lines may be significantly
different.

In actinometry a small known concentration nx of an inert tracer gas, the actinometer,
is added to the discharge. Ernission due to direct electron impact excitation from the
ground state can then be measured for both the radical and the actinometer. If the
actinometer is chosen such that the threshold excitation energy and cross section
energy dependenee are sirnilar to that of the radical species, see Fig. 2.3, then the same
group of electrons will be responsible for the excitation of both radical and actinometer
and the radical concentration can be determined from:rwAss. coso1
(2.4)
where: c

: a proportionality constant.

If for different process conditions the actinometer concentration nx is kept a constant,
the changes in the radical concentration can be determined from the intensity ratio of
the radical emission and the actinometer ernission.
Important in actinometry is that the radiative transitions occur from an excited level
that is only populated directly from the ground state. If the excited level would also be
populated by different mechanisms then the intensity of the ernission line would not be
a proportion al to the ground state density.
An illustrative example is the optical actinometry in a typical processing discharges of
CF4/0 2 with a small amount of Ar added as actinometer. The intensity of atomie
fluorine ernission at 703.7 nm (excitation energy 14.5 eV) and the intensity of the
argon actinometer ernission at 750.4 nm (excitation energy 13.5 eV) can be
determined. The ratio of the intensities is a measure for the atomie F groundstate
density, provided that only population of the excited levels occurred by ground state
excitation. Arguments reported by Cobum and Chen rcosoJ that support the assumption
that excitation dorninantly takes place for the used excited levels are: ( 1) excitation to
the used levels from another excited state is unlikely since the only states that have a
long enough life-time to achieve significant gas-phase density are metastable states and
it is anticipated that the metastable density will be quenched by collisions with low
13
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ionization-potential fluorocarbon radicals such as CF3 • (2) cascading from
electronically excited states lying above the excited state is unlikely to influence the
process significantly since there are only few electrons that have an energy between the
excitation level (13.5 eV for Ar, 14.5 eV for F) and the ionization level (15.6 eV for
Ar, 17.4 eV for F).
If however actinometry is performed on atomie 0 in a discharge of the same gas
mixture, then for some 0 emission lines other mechanisms next to ground state
excitation contribute significantly to the population. Walkup et al. [WA861 reported that
dissociative excitation of 0 2,

a· + a +
a· --7 o + hv,

02 + e --7

e'

is an important excitation mechanism. lt was found from a comparison between
actioometry results and two-photon laser induced fluorescence (LIF), that the 0
emission at 844.6 nm was both due to ground state excitation and dissociative
excitation, with ground state excitation being the dominant mechanism. The 777.4 nm
line however, appeared to be dominated by dissociative excitation. The 844.6 nm
emission line is therefore believed to be a more accurate measure for the ground state
density of atomie oxygen than the 777.4 nm emission line.

2.2.4 Experimental setup
In the used setup the emitted light of the plasma is transferred from a window in the
plasma chamber to a grating spectrograph through an optical fiber. Figure 2.4 shows a
schematic view of the experimental setup.
PC
plasma

fibre

interface
array
Fig. 2.4:

Schematic view of the optica/ emission spectroscopy setup.

In order to obtain a spectrum in the range from 200 nm to 850 nm a quartz window is
required, rather than glass that cuts off transmission below 320 nm.[0 E96b1 Since plasma
induced deposition of absorbing films on the window will cause wavelength dependent
attenuation of the spectrum, the window is separated from the chamber by a tube.
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When the light arrives in the spectrograph it passes an entrance slit and reflects on a
mirror in such a way that it is incident on a reflection grating. This 147 g/mm
diffraction grating blazed at 546 nm diffracts the light such that the spectrum between
200 nm and 800 nm can be detected by a linear array of photo diodes after the
spectrum bas been reflected on another two mirrors. The signa! from the photo diode
array is then read out by a detector interface. This interface sends the signa!,
transformed to for the measurement cantrolling software readable data, to the PC on
which a cantrolling program runs. Both hard and software of the set up are by EG&G
Princeton Applied Research.

2.3 Ellipsometry
2.3.1 Introduetion
When a beam of polarized light is reflected on a surface of a thin film the polarization
of the beam changes. Ellipsometry is an optica! technique to measure these changes
with the objective to determine the thickness and complex refractive index of the film.
Ellipsometry bas a number of advantages over other methods for determining the
optica! constants, such as its applicability to the measurement of absorbing materials,
the simplicity of the measurement method, its nondestructive character and additionally
it requires only a very small sample size. The measurement of film properties can be
done for films whose thickness ranges from manatomie dimensions to microns. [KR 941
Ellipsometry can be divided into the measurement technique for determining the
ellipsametrie angles 'P and ~ and the theory required to relate the optica! parameters of
the thin film to the measured values of 'P and ~- [CTnJ The theory will be shortly dealt
with in the next section. In the section on the experimental setup the measurement
technique will be treated.

2.3.2 Theory
In this section a brief derivation of the fundamental equation of ellipsometry is given
for the simplest possible layer structure, i.e., a single layer on a serni-infinite substrate.
This equation relates the amplitude and phase of the incident and reflected beam from a
thin film, the so-called ellipsametrie parameters, to the complex refractive index and
the film thickness.
Take Epi. Esi and Epr. Esr are respectively the incident and reflected field components
parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the plane of incidence. The fieldcomponentscan
then be written as (with the propagation factor suppressed):
iam

E mi= EOmi e
ipm
E mr= E Omr e
where: m:
Urn:
~m:

parallel p or perpendicular s component,
the phase of the m component of the incident wave,
the phase of the m component of the reflected wave.
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The reflected parallel and perpendicular fields are directly related to the incident
parallel and perpendicular fields. In order to describe this behavior complex reflection
coefficients, PP and Ps. can be introduced.
(2.6)

Substitution and equation of Pm then yields:
(2.7)

From this the normalized reflection coefficient can be obtained:
(2.8)

where:

a=ap-as
~=~p-~s

The quantities ~ and a describe the phase of the polarized light beam before and after
reflection, respectively. The traditionally used ellipsometric angles 'I' and ~ are
obtained by rewriting the last equation in terms of the tangent of the angle 'I'

(2.9)
and a phase angle

~.

~=~-a.

(2.10)

p=tan'P e i t.

(2.11)

This can then be expressed as:

In ellipsometry tan 'I', the change in the amplitude ratio and ~. the change in phase of
the light beam after reflection on a surface are measured. Figure 2.5 gives a clear view
on how to interpret the values of 'I' and ~'I' and ~ are functions of the optica! constants of the medium, the thin film and the
substrate, the wavelength of light, the angle of incidence, and, for an optica! film
deposited on a substrate, its thickness. This is expressed in the following equation, the
fundamental equation of ellipsometry:
p=tan'P ei t.=f(n,k,d)

(2.12)

In reality for substrates with multi layer structures the approach is sirnilar as for one
layer on an serni-infinite substrate. The same equations have to be added repeatedly
and the fundamental equation can become quite complicated and can be satisfactorily
handled only by a computer. [CTnJ
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Fig. 2.5:
EP is theE-field paralleland Es is perpendicular to the plane of incidence. How to
interpret the ellipsametrie angles 'I' and !l can beseen from the insert. /MU 941

2.3.3 Determination of etch or deposition rates
The 'P -~ plots obtained by ellipsometry can be analyzed using an ellipsometry
simuiatien and fitting program ELSIM, developed by Kroesen et al. [KR901 whereby
from fitting simulations to the data information on the etch or deposition rates,
complex refractive indices, and film thicknesses can be obtained.
To simulate a certain etch or deposition process one neects to give in the structure of
the sample to be processed, i.e., the amount of layers, the refractive index of every
layer, and the thickness of the layers. The layer that is being etched or deposited is of
variabie thickness. The si mulation program then calculates the 'P -~ points
corresponding to different thicknesses of this layer. If a good simulation of the data is
obtained, the data is fitted to the simulation. Since every data point bas a
corresponding time, it can be determined at what time the etched or deposited film had
a certain thickness. This yields the etch or deposition rate. An example of the 'P-~ plot
obtained when etching a silicon dioxide sample is given in Fig. 2.6.
In the simuiatien in Fig. 2.6 it is assumed that the sample consists of a semi-infinite
crystaline silicon (c-Si) substrate with a complex refractive index of (3.866-i 0.028).
The silicon dioxide layer on top of the c-Si substrate is taken to have a complex
refractive index of (1.462-i 0.000). In this figure a simuiatien of a silicon dioxide film
with a thickness ranging from 0 nm (c-Si point) to 200 nm is plotted. It shows that the
simulation agrees well with the data.
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Fig. 2.6:
Typical '1'-~ plot of Si02 etching. The squares are the data points and the solid line
is the simulation. The insert shows the structure and the refractive index corresponding to the
simulation.

2.3.4 experimental setup
The used setup for the in situ ellipsometer (SOFIE Instruments) is a rotating
compensator setup (RCE) in a Polarizer-Compensator-Sample-Analyzer (PCSA)
configuration. A schematic view of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 2.7.
He-Ne
PC
angle of
incidence

detector

compensator
sample

Fig. 2.7:
configuration.

Experimental setup of a rotating compensator ellipsometer in a PCSA

A He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) is being used as light source. Since the polarization of the
laser beam is generally unknown, the beam is first depolarized by the depolarizer and is
next given a certain polarization by a polarizer. Then the polarized light bearn passes
through a rotating birefringent plate, the compensator. The compensator, which is
coated with an anti-reflection coating, produces a time modulated phase shift between
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the s and p components of the linearly polarized light. The phase-modulated light then
arrives at the sample, reflects and passes a second polarizer, the analyzer. Finally the
signa! is recorded by a detector and subsequently the signa! is Fourier analyzed by a
PC. The compensator modulation frequency is used as reference frequency. The beam
is incident on the sample at an angle of 71.73°, which is close to the Brewster angle.
This results in the greatest surface sensitivity since at the Brewster angle no p wave is
reflected. The time interval between the measurements of each \f-~ point is 1 second.
The \f-~ plots obtained with the described RCE setup can be analyzed using an
ellipsometry simuiatien and fitting program ELSIM, developed by Kroesen et al. !KR901
whereby from fitting the simulations to the data information on the etch or deposition
rates, complex refractive indices, and film thicknesses can be obtained.

2.4 SEM

2.4.1 Introduetion
Scanning Electron Microscopy is used in order to analyze microstructural trenches and
contact holes. Images are obtained by scanning an electron beam over the surface of an
object. [WTSSJ In this way images can be obtained at a magnification up to 105 • At this
magnification detailed studies of the microstructures can be made and certain
observations may reveal information about the etching mechanisms in the
microstructures.

2.4.2 Experimental setup.
A commercial SEM setup used for performing the structural studies presented in this
work (DSM740). In Fig. 2.8 a simplified cross section of the tooi is presented.
From
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Sample
and Stage

-

Objective lens
with scan coils
and stigmator
-

Detector

To Vacuum Pumps

Fig. 2.8:

simplified cross section of the SEMJWTBSJ

In the electron gun electrens are thermally released from a tungsten filament. The
electrens are exposed to a high potential difference (20 ke V) between a grid that
surrounds the filament and an anode and are accelerated. This results in a uniform
electron beam, i.e. a uniform current density and energy distribution. The electron gun
focuses the beam at a spot between the condenser lenses. These lenses demagnify the
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spot a couple of times and focus the beam in a position between the objective lens,
which on its turn focuses the beam on the surface of the objective. The objective lens is
equipped with a deflection system which allows to scan the focusing point over the
surface of the specimen. The backscattered primary electrans and the emitted
secondary electrans are subsequently detected by an electron detection system. The
electron detection system consists of a Perspex light-guide with a phosphor and
aluminum coated hemisperical tip. Electrans that arrive cause the phosphor to
seintillate and the light pulses are guided to a photomultiplier. The electron detection
system is surrounded by a grid, which can be biased either +250 or -30 V in order to
either attract or repel the secondary electrons.

2.5 XPS

2.5.1 Introduetion
X-ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy is a characterization technique for the analysis of
thin films. The surface of a sample is irradiated with X-rays, which penetrate into the
sample. U pon interaction of the X-ray with an atom on its way through the material, an
electron from the atom will be ejected. This so-called photo-electron has a specific
energy that is characteristic for the atom where it originates from and for the way the
atom is bonded to specific other atoms in the materiaL In this way information about
thickness and composition of thin films on etched surfaces or of deposited layers can
be obtained.

2.5.2 Theory
When a photon with a sufficiently high energy interacts with an atom or a molecule an
electron is ejected. If the energy of the photon is known and the energy of the ejected
electron is measured, the binding energy can be determined from the energy difference.
A schematic view of the processis given in Fig. 2.9.

hv

e
valenee

orbitals

core
orbitals
Fig. 2.9:

Process occurring in X-ray photo-electron spectroscopyJFEB61

The core electrans have element specific binding energies. The binding energy is also
specific for the chemica! environment of the element. For example in a fluorocarbon
film, a shift in binding energy is observed between a carbon atom bonded to one
fluorine atom (C-F) or to two fluorine atoms (F-C-F). The shift in binding energy is
called a chemica! shift.
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The chemical shift originates from the fact that the binding energy of the core electroos
is determined by the Coulomb interaction with the other electroos and the nucleus. IFE861
A change in the chemical environment will result in a rearrangement of the valenee
electrons. This can be understood by thinking of the electronegativity of the chemical
environment. The greater the electronegativity of the surrounding atoms, the more the
valenee electroos will be pulled from the nucleus. This on its turn will result in a
reduced screening of the nucleus by the valenee electrons, such that the core electron
sees a higher effective nucleus charge. Hence, the binding energy of a core electron
will increase. So, since the binding energy can be used to identify chemical bonds and
the amounts of specific electroos that are detected are a measure for the amount of
corresponding specific bonds, the chemical composition can be determined.
Photo-electrons released from a deeper position in a material have more probability to
make inelastic collisions on the way out. Their contribution to the total detected signal
is therefore less than for photo-electrons from the near surface region. The XPS
intensity Ii of a photo-electron originating from an element bonded in a specific manoer
can be expressed by: 18 sss. BR901

t ·] Jdx · c; (x· sine )· exp(-xjJ.-;)
~

I; (e ) = k(e

0

·O"

(2.13)

0

where: x:

length of the path through the material,
e:
the angle between the sample surface and the photo-electron detector,
i.e. the analyzer,
k(e):
angular dependent correction factor,
10 :
X-ray pboton flux to the substrate,
0"; :
cross-section for electron release from bond i,
c;(x sine):concentration profile of bond type i measured perpendicular to the
sample surface,
inelastic mean free pathof the electron released from bond type i.

This electron loss as a function of depth makes it possible to use XPS for depth
profiling, which ultimately can be used for the determination of the thickness of thin
reaction films present on the surface of processed samples. Assuming a block profile
for c;(x sine) there are different methods of determining the reaction layer thickness,
namely:
•

Compare the XPS intensities of a substrate element i of a processed
unprocessed sample liu· The reaction film thickness d is then given by:
1
d =À; sine ln( ;u(e)J.

I;p (e)

•

lip

and

(2.14)

Compare the XPS intensities of a substrate element measured at two different
angles e 1 and

ez.

(2.15)
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•

Compare the XPS intensities of an element from the reaction film measured at two
different angles el and 82.
.
( [
(
d=-Ài sm8
1 ln 1- 1-exp

-d
)] k(8
1 )Jip (8 1 )
.
fl )
r, )
Àism8 2 k\8 2 /ip\8 2

J

(2.16)

The thickness can be determined by iteration.
In this work the two different angles typically are 90° and 15°. The value of the angular
dependent correction factor k(8) at 90° is chosen to be 1 and the correction factor at
15° has been measured to be 1.96 in the used XPS setup. IST961 The angular correction
factor is a result of the combination of the effective analyzer response function and the
excitation flux as a function of 8. IBSSSJ
Due to the exponential decay of the signal with depth, XPS analysis is only sensitive to
species at the surface of the sample. The presented methods to determine the thickness
can therefore only be used if the films are sufficiently small. If there is no contribution
of the substrate to the XPS spectrum, the reaction layer is already that thick that it
appears to be of semi-infinite thickness.
The mean free path for inelastic collisions of the ejected photo-electrons with atoms in
the material through which they travel is strongly dependent on the kinetic energy of
the electrons. lt is found that for photo-electrons with energies in the range above
100eV the mean free path is proportional to the square root of their kinetic energy.
The mean free path does not significantly depend on the material through which the
photo-electron travels. !BR901

2.5.3 Experimental setup
X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique that involves the ejection of
electrans from atoms or molecules after bombardment by (monochromatic) X-ray
photons. In general a (monochromatic) souree of low energy X-rays is used to remove
core electrons, of which the energy is detected.
In Fig. 2.10 a schematic view of the XPS setup as used is shown. Characteristic X-rays
are produced in the X-ray souree by electron bombardment of Mg (1253.5 eV) or Al
( 1486.5 e V) targets. The X-rays produced in this way have small bandwidths, which is
an absolute need for high energy resolution, and have energies high enough for
accessing core levels of most materials of the periodic table, which is necessary for
unambiguous analysis.
Energy Analyzer

Electron
Detector

Fig. 2.10:

Schematic view ofthe XPS setup.
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The X-rays penetrate the sample and eject photo-electrons. A part of the electrans
travels into the direction of the detection system. When reaching the detection system,
the electrans pass a transfer lens. The transfer lens focuses all electrans that exit under
the same take-off angle, within a certain inaccuracy, on the entrance slit of the
analyzer. In the analyzer the energy of the photo-electrons is determined by their
deflection in electrastatic or magnetic fields.
In the used XPS the analyzer is a concentric hemispherical analyzer (CHA). The main
part of the CHA is the two hemispheres that are positioned concentrically. The
potential of the outer sphere is more negative than the potential of the inner sphere.
The electrans are influenced by the electric fields such that they hit the detector if they
have a certain kinetic energy. The electric fields in the analyzer are kept at a constant
value (Constant Analyzer Energy (CAE) mode). By changing the energy of a retarding
field that slows down the electrans it is possible to make a scan of the whole energy
spectrum.
Many of the samples that will be analyzed in this study are insulators. Since XPS
involves the ejection of photo-electrons it is inevitable that the insuiator surfaces will
be charged positively. Surface charging can cause the spectrallines to shift in energy or
broadening of the peak. [BR901 The binding energy shifts however turned out to be within
a range of 20 eV. The energy regions examined in high resolution XPS are chosen
such that also shifted peaks were still within the energy range of the scans. The total
intensity of a certain peak is not influenced by charging effects.
To minimize the contamination of the sample surface after plasma processing the
sample is transported to the XPS system under high vacuum. The sample is first moved
from the transportation system into a preparatien chamber. This chamber is then
pumped downtoa pressure of the order 10-9 Torr. Next the sample is moved into the
analysis chamber. In the analysis chamber the X-rays interact with the sample. The
pressure in the analysis chamber is in the order of 10-9 Torr.
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3. Experimental setup
3.1 Plasma Processing Laboratories at the University at Albany (S.U.N. Y.A.)
In the Plasma Research Laboratories at the University at Albany (S.U.N.Y.A.) several plasma
sourees are currently under investigation. In general the studies are concemed with plasma
processing of materials. Plasmas under investigation are High Density Plasmas (HDP, e.g.
TCP [BL94, OE95, OE96a,RU96a,b,c, SC95, 0096, ST96] or ECR [OE94a,b, OE95, J094a,b,c, KI94, ZH94) plasmas),
Reactive Ion Etching plasmas (RIE plasmas)[OES?a,b, 0E921 and Chemica! Downstream Etching
plasmas (CDE plasmas).[BE95 ' KA 96a,b, MA 961 The uniqueness of the equipment is such that all
sample transport can be done under Ultra High Vacuum conditions with a central wafer
handling cluster tool to which all plasma, analysis and loadlock chambers are connected.
Figure 3.1 shows the schematic layout of the complete multi-ehamber vacuum system. All the
chambers shown shaded are used in this work.
Miti-TedTiq..e
SJrfocs Pra~s

Fig. 3.1:

Schematic view of the multi-ehamber vacuum system ( 1 cm

= 0.5 m).

The wafer handling transport system allows loading and unloading of samples to any of the
chambers while maintaining the cleanliness of the chamber. Processed specimens can be
transported under vacuum to the multi-technique surface analysis system. In this work only
angle resolved X-ray (Mg Ka) photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used as surface analysis.

3.2 Transfarmer Coupled Plasma (TCP) souree
The Transformer Coupled Plasma (TCP) souree is a radio-frequency inductively coupled
plasma souree of planar coil design. A schematic of the used TCP reactor is shown in Figure
3.2. lt is similar to the one described by Keller et al. [KE93] except that the contiguration of
the matching network has been changed.
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Fig. 3.2:

u

Schematic ofthe TCP reactor, where:

A: capacitor A tuning shaft,
B: capacitor B tuning shaft,
C: capacitor C tuning shaft,
D: RF power input,
E: gas input,
F: matchbox cooling,
G: matchbox,
H: vertically moveable,
cylindrical housing,

1: quartz window,
J: induction coil,
K: optica/ emissionfiber,
L: ellipsometer (depolarizer,
polarizer, rotating
compensator).
M: ellipsometer (analyzer),
N: gas feed ring,
0: multipale magnet holder,
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P: Langmuir probe,
Q: damping power input,
R: bias power input,
S: fluor-optic probe,
T: fluorinert cooling,
U: backside Helium input.
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lt consists of an Ultra High Vacuum compatible processing chamber with the plasma source,
the wafer holding electrastatic chuck and sample and plasma diagnostics. The center-part of
the TCP souree is a planar, 160 mm diameter induction coil that is separated from the process
chamber by a 16 mm thick, 230 mm diameter quartz window. The coil is powered through a
matching network by a 13.56 MHz, 0-2000 W power supply. Gases can be fed into the reactor
through a gas inlet ring, which is located at the outer rim of the quartz window. Below that a
circular multipale magnet holder made of anodized alurninum surrounds the wafer. In this
work no magnets are placed in the holder. The moving of the high-density souree part is made
possible by using a sliding seal between the souree cylindrical housing and the process
chamber walls. The distance between the wafer and the quartz coupling window can be
continuously adjusted from 7 to 15 cm. At minimum distance between the quartz window and
substrate ions only have to diffuse a few ion-neutral callision mean free paths ( -0.5 cm at 6
mTorr eperating pressure) from plasma generation region to the substrate. ILI941 This gives the
TCP system a distinct advantage over downstream diffusion systems like Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR) systems. The downstream aspect of those sourees leads to a significant loss
of ion density at the wafer. Also RF biasing may therefore be done more independently from
the plasma generation (i.e., ion energy and ion density can be varled independently) in TCP
sourees than in an ECR. RF bias power is fed from a RF generator through a second matching
network to the electrastatic chuck on which the wafer is positioned.
A retractable Langmuir probe and optical ernission spectroscopy (OES) are used as real-time
plasma diagnostics. In situ ellipsometry is used for reai-time surface monitoring.

3.3 Power Coup/ing in the TCP.
In the TCP the induction coil is a planar, rectangular cross-section, copper coil with a copper
water cooling line silver soldered on top of it. lt is located outside the vacuum chamber and is
positioned on top of a 19.6 mm thick quartz window, which separates the vacuum chamber
from atmospheric pressure.
The power from the RF power supply is fed through the matching network to the induction
coil. The RF frequency is 13.56 MHz, which is one of the for industrial, scientific, and medical
(ISM) purposes free frequencies. lt is chosen such that no interterenee with radio transmission
will occur. The frequency of 13.56 MHz is higher than the ion plasma frequency (-5 MHz),
but far below the electron plasma frequency (- 6 GHz) in the TCP. The ion energy distribution
function (IEDF) will therefore not be time-modulated whereas the electron energy distribution
function (EEDF) will be.
Before a discharge occurs in the TCP an axial electric field exists inside the vacuum vessel.
This field is due to the potential difference between the coil and the walls of the vacuum
chamber. This axial field causes the initial breakdown of the gas by capacitive coupling. After
initiatien of the discharge the axial field is shielded by the sheaths of the plasma and the plasma
is sustained by inductive coupling.
Inductive coupling works as follows. The RF current through the induction coil, which acts as
a single turn secondary of a transformer, induces oscillating magnetic fields. 1H092b1 These
oscillating magnetic fields induce azimuthal electric fields in the discharge. lt is this
transfarmer coupling between the coil and the plasma that is responsible for the fact that this
specific Inductively Coupled Plasma souree (ICP) is called Transfarmer Coupled Plasma
souree (TCP).
The electrans in the discharge are accelerated in the induced azimuthal electric field and can
ionize and dissociate other species in the plasma, i.e., the plasma is self-sustained. This heating
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mechanism is called Ohmic heating and only takes place within the skin depth of the plasma
that typically is in the order of 1 to 2 cm. 1u 94' H092 a,bJ Figure 3.3 shows a schematic
representation of the induction electric and magnetic fields.

Jnduction Coil

Quartz Window

Fig. 3.3:

Schematic representation of the TCP induction fields.

The plasma interactions at the quartz window lead to erosion. This erosion of the window is
one of the key problems with the TCP since it limits the lifetime of the tool. In order to use the
TCP in industrial applications, this erosion effect needs to be minimized. In Fig. 3.4 a radial
scan of the thickness of a quartz window is shown for a window that has been used for one
year in the TCP. lt can be seen that the erosion of the window takes place at a lower rate in
the center and at the sides than at a donut shape region in between. This observation is
consistent with numerical models that show that plasma generation mainly takes place in this
donut shape region. IH092b, VE93, VE94, KU96J
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Fig. 3.4:
Radial scan of the thickness of a quartz window after approximately one year of usage in a
TCP reactor in research.

Even although it is expected that the axial field due to capacitive coupling decays quickly over
the distance of several Debye lengtbs (Debye length is in the order of 100 micron), it is
observed that both capacitive and inductive coupling can contribute to the plasma generation
in the TCP. Capacitive coupling however is believed to be the major cause for window
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erosion. [H1941 In the next section on the matching network of the TCP some of the observations
that support this belief will be discussed.
An important feature of the TCP is its high uniformity of processing over large areas. Fig. 3.5
shows summarized results on the uniformity of a CHF3 discharge in the TCP.
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process uniformity in the TCP.

Although the plasma generation in the TCP takes place in a donut shape region just below the
quartz window, it can be seen that the plasma has obtained a uniform distribution at the wafer
position. The ion current density drops off from center to edge of a 5 inch wafer by 7% ((maxmin)/2*mean). From the radial distribution of the ratio of the film thickness of a deposited CFx
film and the ion current density it can be seen that the neutral density uniformity over the
wafer is different from the ion density distribution and must be worse than 7% for the
investigated condition. These results indicate that there is next to a process rate nonuniformity also a process quality non-uniformity. However, the non-uniformities in a TCP are
low in comparison to other processing techniques like electron cyclotron resonance ECR
plasmas. This in combination with a proper selectivity of the processes will allow usage of the
TCP for large area processing in industry.
Results of modeling TCPs [VE93 ' VE94' KU961 indicate that sealing the diameter of the plasma rnay
be accomplished by simply increasing the diameter of the coil. The larger plasma volume will
necessarily require an increase in RF power to rnaintaio the power density within the
discharge.
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3.4 The induction power matching network
Power coupling from the RF power supply to the TCP plasma is done through a matching
netwerk. This done in order to achieve the most efficient power transfer to the plasma as is
possible. The RF Power supply has an output impedance of 50Q. The most efficient power
transfer to any system takes place if the power supply output sees a system with a real
impedance at its output. 1u 94' ILSIJ Since the discharge to which the power neects to be
transferred typically has an imaginary impedance, a lossless matching netwerk is put in
between the power supply and the discharge. This matching netwerk compensates for the
imaginary impedance of the discharge. Capacitors provide a negative compensation and for a
positive imaginary compensation an inductor is used. Figure 3.6 shows schematically the
electrical circuit of the matching netwerk.
L

B

capacitive
coupling
Fig. 3.6:

Schematic of the matching network

lf the netwerk is tuned, the power supply will only see a purely resistive load on its output,
and all power supplied will ideally be absorbed in the discharge. lf the netwerk is detuned a
part of the supplied power is reflected from the discharge. The tuning of the netwerk is done
by setting the values of the tuning capacitors such that the reflected power is minimized. The
netwerk consists of an inductance of 3 J..IH and three capacitors (A, B and C) with manually
adjustable values.
The RF inductive power supply consists mainly of an RF generator and a directional coupler.
The power from the generator is applied to the netwerk through the directional coupler which
measures which fraction of the incoming power is absorbed in the combined matching netwerk
and plasma generating circuit, and which part is reflected back to the generator.
Basically it is possible to tune the matching netwerk with only two capacitors. The fact that
the used TCP system contains a third capacitor makes it possible to reach the tuned condition
for a whole series of settings. In the matching netwerk of most TCP systems only capacitors A
and C are present and one side of the induction coil is grounded. In the used setup capacitor B
is placed between that side of the coil and ground. By tuning capacitor B the voltage between
the induction coil and ground can be adjusted. lf the impedance of capacitor B is minimized
the voltage drop over the capacitor is smal!. The inductive coil is then close to grounding. In
this case the coupling of the RF power is mainly inductive. lf the impedance of capacitor B
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increases the voltage difference between the coil and ground will increase. The capacitive
coupling of the RF power to the plasma will then become more important. Therefore, the way
of coupling the RF power to the plasma is dependent on the setting of the matching network.
The effect of the way of coupling on the plasma has been systematically investigated by
varying the capacitance between low voltage end of the induction coil and ground. A summary
of several important results are shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3. 7: Results from study on the influence of the matching network (see text) ( 1000 W, JO mTorr,
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The ion density is low in a plasma primarily sustained by capacitive coupling and is maxirnized
by inductive coupling. Capacitive coupling apparently leads to the production of fewer ions
than for inductive coupling. Since the same amount of power is dissipated in the plasma the
energies of the electroos and ions are higher, i.e., the plasma potential is higher. The passive
(no-bias) fluorocarbon deposition rate and the OES intensity show the same trend as the ion
current density. The refractive index of the deposited fluorocarbon film is greatest for strong
capacitive coupling, drops off sharply as the degree of inductive coupling is increased and
subsequently rises again. It is established that the behavior of the refractive index n rnirrors the
CIF ratio of the fluorocarbon film, measured with XPS. lt is seen that the C/F ratio increases
as n goes up. These stoichiometrie changes of the fluorocarbon fllm are due to changes in the
plasma-surface interaction (reduced bombardment of the film as the degree of inductive
coupling increases) and gas phase dissociation (greater degree of breakdown of CHF3 at high
inductive coupling), both of which affect the composition of the fluorocarbon film.
Also the C2/F OES intensity ratio and the Si02 to Si etching selectivity are plotted as a
function of the degree of inductive coupling. lt has been reported that the at high C 2/F ratios
the plasma is relatively carbon rich. [FU94b1 Under carbon-rich conditions typically a selectivity
of Si02 etching to Si etching is achieved due to the selective formation of a hard carbon film
on the Si surface protecting it from bombardment by fluorocarbon ions. This explanation is
consistent with the presented data in Fig. 3.7. lt is observed that a maximum Si02 to Si
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selectivity is obtained when the impedance of the B-capacitor is around 30 Ohm. The peak in
C 2/F can be explained by the combination of a relatively high density plasma and the presence
of highly energetic ions. Since C2 particles cannot be produced efficiently in the gas phase of a
CHF3 plasma the production must take place at the walls that contain the plasma. In the
transition between capacitive (highly energetic ions) and inductive coupling (much wall
deposition) there is a large production of C2 due to sputtering. Therefore, at this condition a
high amount of carbon species relative to the fluorine species are present in the plasma and a
relatively high selectivity will result. Since high selectivity is requested, all further presented
results are obtained at a the B-capacitor setting such that its impedance is 30 Ohm.

3.5 The electrastatic chuck and RF bias power supply
Wafers with a diameter of 125 mm can be placed on a bipolar electrostatic chuck during
processing. The chuck is located downstream from the plasma souree and allows the wafer to
be RF biased and cocled during processing.
The chuck exists of four parts. The lewest part is made of stainless steel and is welded to the
bottorn flange of the TCP processing chamber. Feedthroughs for the fluor-optic probe ,the
chuck fluorinert cooling, wafer backside Helium cooling, DC electrostatic chuck power and
the RF bias power are attached to this part. The lines and wire channels then go through the
secend part, made of Macor, and third part, made of anodized aluminum. Alllines and wire
channels are sealed with viton 0-rings to vacuum and finally go into the top part of the
electrostatic chuck. This is the part that is actually responsible for the electrostatic damping of
the wafer onto the chuck. Also the RF bias power is fed to this part. Figure 3.8 shows a
schematic view of this part and the electrostatic damping process.
Wafer
Anodized
Aluminum
Chuck

Fig. 3.8:

Electrastatic damping process.

The top part consists of an anodized aluminum donut incorporated in a holder of anodized
aluminum. The two parts are glued together with epoxy resin and the anodization between
them serves as an insuiatien layer. When a wafer is put on top of the chuck and a DC potential
difference of 650 V between the donut and the other part is applied, the backside of the wafer
is polarized. Then electrostatic damping of the wafer onto the chuck takes place. In order to
prevent current flowing between the donut and the other part through the sample or the
plasma the whole surface of the chuck top is covered with an anodized layer.
A helium pressure of 5 Torr is applied to the backside of the wafer during the experiment to
achieve a good thermal conduction between the wafer and the chuck. [ME941 This allows
efficient temperature control of the wafer. The electrostatic chuck is being cooled by the
circulation of fluor-inert cooling fluid. The wafer temperature can be measured with a fluor31
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optie probe which contacts the backside of the wafer, but no temperature probe was present in
the chuck for the experiments discussed in this work.
The RF bias power or voltage is fed to the donut of the chuck top. The RF potential is
capacitively coupled to the wafer that will develop a self-bias potential, by the mechanism that
is discussed earlier in this work. A variabie frequency RF power supply (500 kHz-40 MHz, 0300 W) is used to bias the wafer. Again the power is fed through a matching network in order
to achieve most efficient power transfer. The power souree frequency is variabie but it is not
possible to reach a tuned situation for every RF frequency. Modifications to the matching
network, e.g., changing of the non-tunable inductors, are required to achieve proper matching.
The experiments discussed in this work are all performed at 3.4 MHz.
Biasing the wafer makes it possible to control the energy of the ions that reach the wafer
independently from the production of the plasma. That is, if the RF bias power is kept at less
than 2/3 !KE93 • sc951 of the power delivered to the induction coil as caobeseen from Fig. 3.9.
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When RF bias power is applied the chuck top itself will also develop a self-bias potential there
where it is exposed to the plasma. This causes problems in a high-density plasma environment
since significant ion bombardment occurs due to this self-bias potential. This will result in the
sputtering of the anodization layer. lf the anodization layer breaks through, the chuck top is no
longer isolated from the plasma and proper damping can oot be achieved. This on its turn
leads to the leakage of backside He into the vacuum chamber and poor cooling of the wafer is
a result.
The great advantage of electrastatic damping, when it works properly, is that the total wafer
area can be processed as no area is used up by a mechanica! damp. This would be a major
reason for industry to move towards damping devices like this. However, it will be an
absolute requirement to shield the electrastatic chuck from the plasma in order to prevent
breakthroughs of the anodization.
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3.6 The gas feed system and pumping network
Gases are fed into the reactor through a gas inlet ring. In order to regulate the flow of every
gas separately, mass flow controllers (MKS Instruments, Inc.) are hooked up to all gas lines.
Each mass flow controller can be set to a certain value and read out by a control unit in which
also the power supply for the mass flow controller is located.
The used mass flow controllers work based on the thermal mass flow technique. The mass
flow can be measured by applying constant power to the uniformly spaeed grid and measuring
the temperature rise ~T of the gas on the downstream side of the grid. The power P required
to warm the gas is linearly dependent on the mass flow f and the specific heat of the gas
.[OH89]

Cp·

f=P!Cp~T

(3.1)

The mass flow controllers are calibrated on N2 flow and will have to be readjusted if other
gases are used. In order to do so the controller reading has to be multiplied with a correction
factor for gas species x:
(3.2)

In Table 3.1 the correction factors for the gases used in the TCP are summarized.

Table 3.1:

Thermal Mass Flow Correction Factors fOHB7l

Gas
CF4
CHF3
C2F6
C3F6
H2
02

i

;

Correction Factor
0.42
0.50
0.24
0.13
1.01
1.00
1.45

Ar

The process chamber is pumped using a 450 1/s turbomolecular pump backed by a roughing
pumpstack consisting of a roots blower and a vane pump and a base pressure of 1o-6 Torr. A
schematic view of the pumping networkis given in Fig. 3.10.
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Fig. 3.10:
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Schematic view of pumping network.
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TurboPump

D:
E:
F:

Foreline Valve
Roughing Valve
Manual Valve

G:

Roughing Pump and
Roots Blower

The pressure is measured using a capacitance manometer and the readout is fed back to the
pressure control unit. This unit matches the actual pressure to the set requested pressure by
centrolling an automatic throttle valve in the pump-line.
When the reactor neects to be pumped down from atmospheric pressure, the turbo(molecular)
pump is isolated by closing the gate and foreline valve. The roughing valve is open and the
reactor is pumped down by the roughing pump only. When the pressure is low enough,
typically in the order of 10 mTorr, the pumpstack can be switched to the normal operatien
mode.
In the normal operatien mode, the roughing valve is closed and the gate valve and foreline
valve are opened. In this way the reactor is pumped through the turbo(molecular) pump and
the roughing pump. The manual roughing valve is always open when the TCP is in normal
operation.

3. 7 Cleaning and pre-conditioning of the processing chamber

After each experiment invalving polymerizing fluorocarbon gases the processing chamber is
cleaned with an oxygen plasma. The cleaning process is being monitored by taking real time
OES spectra. The intensity of optical ernission of fluorocarbon related gas phase species is a
measure for the cleanliness of the chamber.
After the reactor is clean a plasma of the gas that is going to be used in the next run will be
ignited for 2 rninutes. This allows the chamber to reach a steady state condition befere actual
processing of the samples.
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3.8 Process Window
The process window in which the described TCP can operate can be summarized as follows.
The inductive power is typically operated in the range from 0 to 1400 Wand bas a 13.56 MHz
frequency. The setting of the B-capacitor of the matching network is kept such that the
impedance is 30Q. The operating pressures achievable with the present pumping setup depend
on the total gas flow into the reactor. Por a typical flow in the range from 30 to 40 seem the
pressure window is in between 6 and 20 mTorr. The maximum RF bias to be applied to a
wafer is 250 W or 150 V. Por higher bias power and/or voltage the anodization of the
electrostatic chuck will be damaged. The frequency of the RF bias power is typically 3.4
MHz.
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4. RF Biasing in a Transfarmer Coupled Plasma Reactor.
4. 1 Introduetion
When an RF voltage is applied to a substrate that is in contact with a plasma, the
substrate potential will initially oscillate around the floating potential. The net charge
collection at the substrate during 1 RF cycle is then negative due to the higher mobility
of the electrons with respect to the ions in the plasma. [BT63 ' suss, cKss, RA93 • 0 E96 bl This can
clearly be seen from Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Mechanism of Self-Bias Potential development.

Due to this net negative charge collection the average voltage around which the RF
voltage oscillates, the de offset voltage, becomes more negative. The de offset voltage
will continue to become more negative until during one cycle no Jonger net charge is
collected. The voltage that the substrate has developed at this point is the self-bias
voltage.
The relation between the time averaged RF bias power dissipated in the sheath around
a substrate Pd, the current to the powered substrate l(t), and developed potential on
the substrate V(t) is as follows:
(4.1)
where:T=27t/(l) and V(t)= Vsb +Vrf sin (rot).
The total current I to the wafer consist of the ion current I; and electron current Ie,
which balance such that no net charge is collected in one RF cycle. In actdition a
displacement current flows Iv to or from the substrate.rv 0901 This displacement current,
10 = E Jl {)EJ{)t, is due to the oscillation of the sheath boundary, in other words an
oscillating electric field standing between the substrate and the sheath boundary. The
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displacement current thus corresponds to the charging and discharging of the sheath
capacitance. In Fig. 4.2 the different currents to the wafer on a powered electrode
simulated for a parallel plate RF discharge are shown.
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The different currents to the powered electrode.
The total current and the applied voltage. fVDnJ

It can be seen from this picture that the electron current and the displacement current

add up to a sinusoidal curve that is exactly 90° out of phase with the applied potential.
No net power dissipation therefore takes place. The ion current on the other hand is
more or less a constant during the whole RF cycle. The equation for the dissipated
power therefore is reduced to:

where the second part on the most right hand side is zero, so:
(4.3)

This is the relation between the time averaged dissipated RF bias power, the ion
current density, and Self-Bias potential.
In the next section a closer look will be taken at the actual time-dependent wafer
potentials due to RF biasing. After that it is shown that the above equation is actually
valid in the TCP high-density plasma. All the presented results were obtained in a 40
seem trifluoromethane CHF3 plasma. All potentials were measured with respect to
ground potential.
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4.2 Waveforms.
The time-dependent potentials that develop on a RF biased substrate were determined
by making direct contact to the surface of the wafer with a high-voltage probe. The
high-voltage probe was read out by a digitizing storage oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard
HP 54504A) with a variabie bandwidth (de to 50 MHz for real time measurements).
The capacitively coupled RF bias signal induces a time-dependent potential on the
waferprobe in a sirnilar way as it does on the wafer. Figure 4.3 shows the waveform as
measured on a 160W RF biased waferin a 1400W, 6.4 mTorr, 40 seem CHF3 plasma.
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Fig. 4.3:

In this potential two RF frequencies can be recognized. First of all the 3.4 MHz RF
biasing frequency and second the 13.56 MHz plasma generation frequency. The 3.4
MHz obviously is due to the RF signa! that is capacatively coupled from the
electrastatic chuck to the wafer. An explanation for the 13.56 MHz interference with
the biasing frequency is more complex. Ra et al. [RA931 reported that in their TCP
reactor the amplitude of the RF modulation of the plasma potential is smal! with
respect to its de component. This might however not be the case in the TCP under
investigation in this work. In that case the 13.56 MHz RF modulated plasma potential
is, just like described in the introduetion of this chapter, elevated during the part of the
3.4 MHz RF biasing cycle where the wafer potentialis above ground. However, due to
the 13.56 MHz RF modulation of the plasma potential the sheath voltage oscillates.
Since the 13.56 MHz frequency is still well below the electron plasma frequency (GHz
range) the electrons will be able to follow the RF modulated sheath voltage and
therefore also the electron current to the wafer will be RF modulated. At the instances
where the electron current to the wafer is higher than it would be in the case that the
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plasma potential is not RF modulated, the voltage on the wafer will drop due to a
coneetion of extra negative charge. This results in the minima visible in Fig. 4.3.
In order to obtain the self-bias potential from the signal as displayed in Fig. 4.3 the
potential wavefarm needs to be integrated over one or more 3.4 MHz RF cycles. The
time-average of the potential yields the self-bias potential. However, since the
frequency ratio of the 3.4 MHz biasing frequency and the 13.56 MHz plasma
generation frequency is not an integral, a time dependent phase shift between the 3.4
MHz signal and the 13.56 MHz interterenee signal exists. This results in a change of
the wavefarm in time. Also the self-bias potential determined from one 3.4 MHz cycle
will therefore oscillate in time. The potentials that are presented in the next section are
determined by averaging of the self-bias potentials that results in the suppression of the
13.56 MHz interterenee effect.

4.3 Self-bias potentials as tunetion of operating parameters.
Self-bias potentials were determined as a function of RF bias power for different
operating conditions. Presented in Fig. 4.4 are the results for 6.4, 10, 16 mTorr
operating pressure each for 600, 1000, and 1400 W Inductive Power.
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lt is clear from this picture that for all conditions there exists a linear relationship
between the self-bias potential and the RF bias power, as was to be expected from Eq.
4.3. The dotted lines are linear fits to the data. From these fits it is possible to calculate
the ion current density arriving at the 12.5 cm diameter wafer. For the condition of
2
1400 W inductive power and 10 mTorr an ion current density of 10.8 rnNcm is
found. U sing Eq. 2.1 and assuming an electron temperature of 3 e V and an average ion
mass of 50 amu (e.g., CFt), the ion density can be calculated to be 5.6* 10 17 m- 3•
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The floating potentials measured for all conditions yield typically a value of around 20
V. By using the equation for the floating potential as given in the introduetion and
estimating the electron temperature to be 3 eV, a value of 37 V for the plasma
potential can be calculated. This value for the plasma potential is relatively low in
comparison with low density parallel plate reactors. This can result in reduced
sputtering of deposited material off the grounded reactor walls.
When comparing the values of the ion current density of CHF3 measured with a
Langmuir probe that will be presented in the next chapter with the ion current densities
determined from the wafer potential measurements, it is found that the waferprobe
determined ion current densities are all approximately 20% to 25% lower than the ion
current densities measured with a Langmuir probe. The discrepancy between the
calculated ion current density at the wafer and the Langmuir probe measurements in
the bulk of the plasma can have two origins.
Firstly, it could be ascribed to the fact that the Langmuir probe measurements were
performed at 3.75 cm below the quartz window, whereas the wafer is located at 7 cm
from the quartz window. Since the plasma density decreases with distance from the
wafer a lower ion current density will be measured at the wafer position. Figure 4.5
shows how the ion current density decreases with di stance from the quartz window.
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Ion current density measured at different positions from the quartz window ( /400W,
6 mTorr, 40 seem CHF3 ). Assuming CF2+ as dominantly present ion and an electron temperature of 3
eV the conversionfactor from /CD (mA/cm 2) to ion density (m- 3) is 5.2 I0 16JNY961

In order to take these data the cylindrical housing of the TCP was actually moved up in
steps. A side effect that bas to be taken into account when interpreting the data is that
when the cylinder moves up, the plasma will be less confined and the total volume of
the reactor increases. However, clearly a drop in ion density at the wafer can be seen.
The other possible reason for the lower value determined from the waferpotential
measurements and the Langmuir probe measurements could be that the sheath
thickness around the cylindrical Langmuir probe is significantly thick to account for an
increase in ion collection area. The measured total current will be higher in this case. In
40
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order to check this the sheath thickness around the probe has been calculated. The
sheath thickness s around the probe is given by:

(4.4)

where: V probe: probe potential,
Vpt: plasma potential,
electron Debye length.
Ào:
The electron Debye length Ào is the characteristic length over which a potential
perturbation is attenuated and deviations of the quasi-neutrality in a plasma can exist.
The Debye length is given by:
(4.5)

where: ne:

e:
Eo:

electron density,
electronic charge,
permittivity of free space.

When assurning that negative ions are not significantly present in the plasma then as a
result of the quasi-neutrality of a plasma the electron density will be equal to the ion
17
density, i.e., around ne=5*10 m- 3 • Using an estimated value of 3 eV for the electron
temperature the electron Debye length Ào is found to be 18 Jlm.
Using a plasma potential of 37 V, as calculated in the previous section, and a probe
potential of -100 V the sheath thickness is calculated to be 0.25 mm. The formation of
a sheath with this thickness around the cylindrical Langmuir probe that has a diameter
dp of 1.25 mm would result in an ion current collection area that is significantly higher.
The ion current collected at the probe would approximately be 20%-25% higher than if
the sheath would not affect the collection area. The sheath formation around the wafer
would not lead to an increase in the collection area since the collection area is flat in
this case. Therefore, the discrepancy between Langmuir probe and wafer probe
determinations of the ion current densities could be explained with these arguments.
However, it neects to be noted that in the calculations some values were estimated and
therefore that the outcome only gives information on the order of magnitude rather
than exact values. The discrepancy may ultimately be a result if a combination of the
two effects.
Making the same estimates as before, also the electron plasma frequency can be
calculated. The electron plasma frequency Olp is a measure for the time scale on which
electrons respond to distortions of quasi-neutrality in order to restore this, and is given
by:
rop= ( e

2

/,

ne~Eo

In the TCP it yields a typical value of 6 GHz.
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4.4 Conclusions
lt can be concluded that a linear relation between the applied RF Bias Power and the
developed self-bias potential exists. This shows that the ion energy and the ion density
can be varied independently. Typical positive ion densities in CHF3 discharges were
determined to be in the order of 5 ·1 0 17 m- 3 • The plasma potential in these discharges is
estimated at a value of around 37 V.
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5. Selective Oxide to NitrideandResist Etching.
5. 1 Introduetion
The etching of vias or contact holes into silicon dioxide to a silicon underlayer is, as
mentioned in chapter 1, an indispensable process in modem integrated circuit
fabrication technology. Selectivity of oxide to silicon etching is an absolute
requirement and can typically be achieved using fluorocarbon discharges. This process
has been studied extensively. [HE?S,EP7 9,EPSZJ It is believed that the primary mechanism for
highly selective etching using fluorocarbon gases works by suppressing the silicon etch
rate by the formation of a relatively thick passivating film on the surface of the silicon.
The oxide surface stays relatively free of fluorocarbon for similar process conditions.
[OES?a,b,c, Ru96 a,b,cl This results in the suppression of the silicon removal rate. A detailed
model on the etching of silicon through a relatively thick fluorocarbon film has recently
been developed by Standaert. [ST96l
Next to selective oxide to silicon etching, selectivity to photo-resist films and silicon
nitride is increasingly important. [ZH94 ' 00961 Resist is used as mask material for etching
pattems into oxide. The need for smaller pattem dimensions ultimately results in the
requirement to decrease resist mask thickness, because of depth of focus limitations of
lithography techniques. In order to still be able to effectively transfer the pattems into
oxide layers, increased selectivity of oxide to resist is needed. Nitride is used as a
passivating layer that protects the circuits from mechanical and chemical attack, or as
an etch stop layer, which enables the fabrication of self-aligned contact structures.
Plasma-based etching of silicon nitride has been studied intensively, but previously the
focus mostly was on achieving nitride to silicon[RIS 9 ,K090·MLS4 ,L089l or
oxide[cLsS,Fiss,ou91 ·L0891 selectivity. The goal of the current research is to develop a
process that has improved characteristics for self-aligned contact etching, where the
oxide etching process has to stop on a curved nitride passivated surface.[co94al Only
very few studies have been performed on the selective oxide to nitride etching in high
density fluorocarbon plasmas. [ZH 941 lt typically is found that the etch rate of nitride in
fluorocarbon gases is at an intermediate value between the Si etch rate and the oxide
rate. lt is therefore expected that nitride is being etched by a mechanism that has both
properties of silicon and silicon dioxide etch mechanisms. In the silicon etching
mechanism the etchants have to travel through a thick fluorocarbon film, while the
oxide etching mechanism is believed to be mainly ion driven. [RU96a, 0 E96al
In this chapter the results are presented of an initial study on the selective blanket
etching of silicon dioxide to resist and nitride. The work is mainly focused on achieving
a high selectivity of oxide to nitride etching. In this study the plasma gas phase has
been characterized by ion current density measurements and optica! emission
spectroscopy on CHF3, CzF6/C 3F6 and C3F6/H2 discharges and results will be shown.
The etch rates of silicon dioxide, nitride, photo-resist and deposited fluorocarbon
material as wellas the passive fluorocarbon deposition rates were determined by in situ
reai-time ellipsometry. The parameters that were varied are inductive power, pressure,
bias power and gas phase chemistry. Additionally, the surface chemistry of silicon
dioxide and silicon nitride under steady-state etching for various conditions were
examined using post plasma XPS. Possible explanations for the observed effects will be
presented and finally some conclusions will be drawn.
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5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Gas Phase Characterization.
The ion current densities in CHF3 , C2F6 , C3F6 , C3FJH2 and Ar discharges were
deterrnined at different operatien pressures and different inductive powers. The results
are plotted in Fig. 5.1.
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The ion current density increases with inductive power for all gases. The ion current
densities for the molecular gases seem to have a significantly larger threshold in the
inductive power level than the ion current densities for Ar. lt is believed that below the
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threshold inductive power, an inductive discharge cannot be sustained and a lowdensity plasma is sustained by capacitive coupling between the coil and the plasma. [LI941
The fact that the threshold power level is higher in molecular gases than in Ar might be
due to the fact that Ar does not require energy for dissociation. The Ar ion current
density also shows a different behavior as a function of the operating pressure, i.e., the
ion current density increases with increasing pressure whereas it decreases for all the
other gases.
The dependenee of the optical emission intensity integrated over all detectable
wavelengtbs in a CHF3 discharge on the pressure and inductive power is plotted in Fig.
5.2.
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Fig. 5.2: Integrated optica[ emission intensity measured for different pressures and inductive powers
in CHF3 .

The same trends are observed for all of the other utilized gases including Ar. The
dependenee of the integrated intensity on the inductive power shows the same behavior
as the ion current density, i.e., a monotonic increase. The pressure dependenee
however is different from the ion current density of the non-monatomic gases, i.e., it
1
increases with increasing pressure.
Figure 5.3 shows the dependenee of the ion current density on the feedgas chemistry.
1

The opposite pressure dependenee of the optica[ emission intensity and the ion current density in
molecular gas es could possibly be due to dissociative re combination of molecular ions:
AB+ + e· ~A + B* ~A + B + hv ,
In this process a molecular ion collides with an electron, and dissociates while recombining at the
same time. The excess energy in the dissociative recombination reaction will result in the radiation of
a photon. Thus dissociative recombination results in the decrease of ions and the increase of the
optica[ emission intensity. The fact that the collisions resulting in dissociative recombination would
occur at a higher rate at higher pressures could account for the decreasing ion current density.Since
the total emission is mainly due to molecular band and continuurn emission the increasing intensity
with increasing pressure can a lso be as cribed to a higher concentration of molecules present in the
plasma at higher pressure. The total emission then can increase due to molecular contributions. This
could then explain the observed effect.
Another possible process of importance can be negative ion/ positive ion recombination. Since the
used molecular gas es are all electronegative in nature, a certain amount of negative ions could be
present in the plasma. lf negative ions would collide with positive ions, recombine, and emit photons,
also the positive ion density could decrease while an increase in the photoemission is observed.
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A slight increase in ion current density is observed for both C2F6 and H2 actdition to
C3F6 • Also in these graphs it shows that the ion current density in the plasma for 20
mTorr conditions is lower than for 6 mTorr conditions.

5.2.2 Plasma-Surface Interactions
5.2.2.1 Etch Rates versus RF Bias Power
In previous studies [sc95 · Ru 96 b1 on the selective etching of silicon dioxide to silicon, a
high selectivity (>40) was achieved using a TCP plasma with CHF3 as a feedgas.
However, in this discharge it is not possible to achieve significant selectivity of oxide
to nitride, see Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.4: Oxide and Nitride Etch Rates versus RF Bias Power (1400 W, 6 mTorr, CHF3).
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The oxide and nitride etch rates are plotted as a function of RF Bias Power. Three
2
different process regimes can be recognized. The regime where net fluorocarbon
deposition takes place is called the fluorocarbon deposition regime. The regime where
oxide etching takes place and the oxide etch rate increases rapidly with increasing bias
power, is addressed at as the fluorocarbon suppression regime. The regime where the
oxide etch rate levels off is the oxide sputtering regime.
It can beseen from Fig. 5.4 that the nitride and oxide etching is similarly dependent on
the RF Bias Power in a CHF3 discharge. The oxide to nitride selectivity yields a value
of around 1 for all RF bias power levels.
In order to achieve higher selectivity, gas mixtures different from CHF3 were
investigated. The results of the etching of oxide, nitride, resist, silicon and CFx versus
RF Biasing are summarized in Fig. 5.5. The CFx films that are etched, were obtained by
passive deposition, i.e., no RF biasing, at the same conditions for which the etch rate is
determined.
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mTorr).

The oxide rates in C 2F6 , C 3F6 , and C3F6\H 2=20sccm/15 seem are plotted versus RF bias
power. Por silicon dioxide a similar behavier of the etch rate on the biasing conditions
as in CHF3 can be observed, i.e., the three different etching regimes appear once again.
The position of the regimes is however strongly dependent on the used feedgas.

2

The same behavior of the etch rate of silicon dioxide on the RF bias power was observed in earlier
studies by this group in a high-density electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) sourceJ0 E94a,bJ
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The etch rates of nitride, resist, and CFx however do not show the same three regimes
in C2F6, C3F6, and C3F6\H2=20sccm/15 seem. They stay suppressed in the regime
where oxide etching is already in the sputtering regime. The usage of the investigated
gases apparently will allow to achieve selective etching. The highest selective
suppressing of nitride, resist, and CFx etching with respect to the oxide etch rate is
achieved when using C3Fdlh
Consictering earlier observations in selective oxide to silicon etching it can be
suggested that in the used gases selective formation of an etch rate suppressing
fluorocarbon film on nitride and resist takes place.

5.2.2.2 Etch Rates as a function ofpressure and inductive power
Etch rates of oxide, nitride, resist and fluorocarbon and passive fluorocarbon
deposition rates are determined at various process conditions. The RF bias power level
is forthese conditions adjusted such that a self-bias potential of -1 OOV develops on the
wafer, which is around the point where for oxide etching the fluorocarbon suppression
regime tums into the oxide sputtering regime. The RF power level corresponding to 1OOV self-bias voltage is determined using the measured ion current density at the
different conditions and the linear relation between the RF bias power and self-bias
voltage.
The results for C 2F 6 and C 3F6 are plotted in Fig. 5.6. The rates for C 3FJH2 are
determined as well but are not displayed in the plots. The rates however reveal the
same behavior as C 3F6. The only difference is that the etch rates are typically lower. At
conditions where in C 3F 6 etching still occurs at a relatively low rate, deposition can
occur in C 3FJH2. ( IOOOW and lower for pressures higher than 10 mTorr).
Again it can be noted that different substrate materials reveal a different etching
behavior. The etch rates of oxide reach at high inductive power in both C 2F6 and C 3F 6
a similar value. The etch rates for the other materials are for all conditions more
suppressed in C 3F6 than in C2F6. This indicates that both gas phase chemistry and
chemica! composition of the material to be etched are important in the etching
mechanism. The difference in etching behavior for oxide and nitride or resist results in
the possibility to achieve selective etching.
A general trend that can be observed in Fig. 5.6 is that for all gases the etching rate and
passive fluorocarbon deposition rate increase with increasing inductive power. The
pressure dependenee of the etch and deposition rate is slightly different for C2F6, C 3F 6
and C 3FJH2 and appears to be quite complex. At the highest inductive power and
lowest pressure the highest selectivity of oxide to nitride and resist is achieved.
Instead of looking at etch and deposition rates it often is more instructive to examine
the etch and deposition yields as a function of the process parameters, see Fig. 5.7. The
etch yield is defined as the amount of material or the number of atoms removed per
incident ion. The yields were calculated assuming the volume of one atom to be (0.2
nm) 3 and by using the ion current densities to calculate the ion flux to the wafer
surface. 3 The fluorocarbon deposition rate is transformed into a fluorocarbon
deposition yield, which is a measure for the amount of atoms that deposit to the wafer
surface per incident ion.
3

It should be noted that the yields of the different materials cannot be compared directly, since the
dijferences in densities ofthe various materials were nottaken into account.
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Fig. 5.6:
Eteh rates of the different materials and passive fluoroearbon deposition rates for
various induetive power (600-1400W) and operating pressure (0 6 mTorr, 0: JOmTorr, 1:!.: 20
mTorr). C2 F6 flow = 30 seem, C3 F6 flow = 20 seem. All eteh rates were measured at- JOOV self-bias
voltage.

These plots show that there is a significant difference in etching behavior between the
different gases. Por C2F6 it shows that the etch yield decreases with increasing
inductive power for all materials, where the highest etch yield corresponds to the
highest pressure and the lowest yield to the lowest pressure. The deposition yield
shows exactly the opposite behavior, i.e., lowest deposition per incident ion for highest
pressure and lowest inductive power. In C3F6 the etch and deposition yield
dependenee on the process conditions is completely different from the C2F6 case. The
etch yield is only highest for highest pressure for all materials at 1400 W inductive
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power. When reducing the inductive power, the dependenee of the etch yield on the
pressure changes. At 1000 W the yields all have more or less the same value for every
specific materiaL At 600 W the dependenee on the pressure is opposite from the 1400
W condition. Fluorocarbon deposition instead of etching even takes place at 20 mTorr
operating pressure.
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Eteh yields of the different materials and fluorocarbon deposition yields for various
inductive power levels (600-1400W) and operating pressure (6-20 mTorr). C2F6 flow = 30 seem, C3 F6
flow= 20 seem. These yields were also calculated in C3 Fr/H2 = 20sccm/15sccm. They show the same
behavior as C3 F6 with the only difference that the etch yields are suppressed. A significant difference
in the etching and deposition behavior for C2F6 and C3 F6 can be observed.
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lt is noteworthy that for both gases a correlation between the etch yield and the
deposition yield exists.For the condition with the highest passive deposition yield the
lowest etch yield is found.
Summarizing it can be said that dependent on the used gas phase chemistry the etch
mechanism can be different for different materials. This is supported by the results
presented in the next section, where the etch rates of various materials are measured as
a function of changing feedgas chemistry.

Figure 5.8 shows the etch rates of different materials as a function of C2F6 in a C2FJ
C3F6 discharge.
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Fig. 5.8:
Etch rates of oxide, nitride, resist, and CF.. and the CF.. deposition rate as a
function of C2 F6 in a C2 Frl C3 F6 discharge at 6 mTorr.

The data plotted in Fig. 5.8 are all obtained at 6 mTorr pressure. The values of the CFx
etch rates are divided by a factor of 3 in order to fit them into the graph. The total flow
changes from 30 seem for a gas mixture of 100% C2F6 to 20 seem for 100% C3F6 • In
this way the flow of carbon atoms into the reactor is a constant. The self-bias voltage
was kept at a constant value of -1 OOV for all these conditions.
The CFx deposition rate decreases with increasing C2F6 concentration in C2FJC3F6 •
Oxide, resist, CFx and nitride rates show an increase with increasing C2F6
concentration. Similar measurements are performed at 20 mTorr operating pressure
and the same trends are observed. The values of the etch and deposition rates however
differ for the two pressures. The CFx deposition rate is lower at 20 mTorr, the CFx
etch rate is higher at 20 mTorr, the oxide etch rate is lower at 20 mTorr, the etch
nitride rate is lower at 20 mTorr, and the resist etch rate is roughly the same. Etch
selectivities were calculated from these values and are plotted in Fig. 5.9.
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Fig. 5.9: a) Oxide to Nitride Selectivity

b) Oxide to Resist Selectivity

It shows that the selectivity of oxide etching to both nitride and resist decreases with
increasing C 2F6 concentration in C 2F6/C3F6, however the absolute etch rates increase.
Further it can beseen that selectivity of oxide to nitrideandresist is higher at 6 mTorr
than at 20 mTorr operating pressure.
If the selectivity is achieved by selective deposition of an etch suppressing film on
nitride and resist, the film thickness can be expected to be smaller in C2F6 than in C 3F6.
This would be consistent with the fact that the fluorocarbon deposition in C 3F 6 takes
place at a higher rate, as was observed in the previous section.
To check whether the selective formation of a fluorocarbon film is ultimately the
mechanism for achieving selectivity of oxide to nitride, the surfaces of oxide and
nitride samples processed at 1400W inductive power and 6 or 20 mTorr were
investigated employing XPS. The feedgas chernistry was changed from pure C3F6 to
pure C2F6.
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Fig. 5.10:
XPS experiments were peiformed on both oxide and nitridefor 90° and 15° angles.
The peaks indicated in the survey scans were measured with a higher resolution.
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Figure 5.10 shows the XPS spectra taken on processed oxide and nitride samples taken
at 90° and 15° angles between the analyzer and the substrates.
Several specific peaks can be observed in the presented survey spectra. After every
detected peak a region with an elevated background shows up in the survey XPS
spectrum. The background intensity is due to the Bremsstrahlung of some of the
released photo-electrons.
The Si(2p), C(ls), N(ls), O(ls), and F(ls) peaks have been identified and are labelect
in Fig. 5.10. The presence of carbon and fluorine peaks in the spectrum of both oxide
and nitride indicates that a fluorocarbon film exists on the surface during steady-state
etching of both materials. This also can be seen when cernparing the 90° scans with the
15° scans. 1t shows that the intensities of the elements of the substrate material, such as
Si(2p), N(ls), and O(ls) are attenuated when looking at 15°. The exponential
attenuation property of these intensities can be used to determine the thickness of the
fluorocarbon film, as described in chapter 2.
In order to calculate the film thickness the 90° and 15° intensities of the Si(2p) photoelectrons were used. The calculated thicknesses of fluorocarbon films on surfaces of
the at 6 mTorr processed oxide and nitride samples are plotted in Fig. 5.11 as a
function of C2F6 concentration.
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From the intensities of the Si(2p) signals at 90° and 15°
fluorocarbon steady statefilm is calculated.( 1400 W, 6 mTorr)

the thickness of the

The film thicknesses on oxide turns out to be of the order of a few monolayers (-1
nm). The thickness does decrease from 0% to 48% C2F6 and does not change
significantly from 48% to 100% C2F6. The films on nitride are typically a factor 1.5 to
2 thicker. The thickness does not change significantly from 0% to 48% but then
becomes thinner with increasing C2F6 concentration.
Cernparing this plot to the etch rate dependenee of oxide and nitride on C2F6
concentratien it can be seen that there is a correlation between the film thickness and
the etch rates: The thicker the film the lower the etch rate. The same correlation has
been found to exist for the samples etched at 20 mTorr.
The presented data indicate that selective deposition of a relatively thick fluorocarbon
film on nitride can ultimately be the dominant factor responsible for achieving
selectivity of oxide to nitride.
Next to thickness determination XPS can yield surface chemical information. The
chemical composition of the fluorocarbon films can be determined from high resolution
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scan of the C( 1s) spectrum. Figure 5.12 shows the C( 1s) spectra taken at 90° on
samples of oxide and nitride etched at 6 mTorr and 1400 W with gas compositions of
0%, 48%, 67%, and 100% C2F6 concentrations.
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Fig. 5.12:
The Carbon 1s spectra taken under 90° of steady state fluorocarbon films on both
oxide and nitride samples. The scans are taken on samples etched at 6 mTorr, 1400W. Four different
peaks can be recognized. They originate from C-C (lowest binding energy), C-F, C-F2, and C-F3
(highest binding energy) honds.

Four different peaks can be recognized in the C(ls) spectrum. The electrans that
account for the specific peaks were identified to originate from different carbon boncts
in the fluorocarbon materiaL The carbon peak with the lowest binding energy is due to
electrens ejected from carbon atoms that are only bonded to other carbon atoms, i.e., a
C-C bond. The second peak can be ascribed to electrens originating from a carbon
atom bonded to other carbon atoms and one fluorine atom, a C-F bond. The third peak
results from electrens coming from a carbon atom bonded to two fluorine atoms, C-F2
bond. Finally, the fourth peak with the highest binding energy is identified to result
from a C-F3 bond, i.e., a carbon atom bonded to three fluorine atoms. Clearly the
binding energy of the core electrens in carbon shifts to a higher value if it is bonded to
fluorine. This can be explained by the fact that the electronegative fluorine attracts the
carbon valenee electrons, see chapter 2.
The XPS spectra in Fig. 5.12 show that in oxide processing a change in the gas phase
chemistry clearly changes the film chemistry. In a discharge of C2F6 a film with a
relatively low fluorine to carbon concentratien ratio, F/C ratio, is formed during steady
state etching. In C3F6 processing the F/C ratio of the steady-state reaction film is
significantly higher. On nitride on the other hand, a change in the gas phase chemistry
does not imply a significant change the film chemistry. For both C3F6 and C2F6
processing the films have approximately the same F/C ratio. The intensity of the C(ls)
signal however is significantly higher for C3F6 processing, which is consistent with the
fact that the fluorocarbon film is thicker for C3F6 than for C2F6 .
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5.2.2.4 Etching in C3F r/H2 discharges
Next to experiments where C2F6 is mixed with C3F6, experiments where H2 is actmixed
to C3F6 are performed. How the actdition of H2 to C3F6 affects the passive deposition
rateis displayed in Fig. 5.13.
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CFx deposition rates and refractive indices of deposited CFx films as a function of

The CFx deposition rates and refractive indices of deposited CFx films were determined
at 1400W, for both 6 and 20 mTorr in C3F6/H2 discharges. The H2 actdition is
expressed as percentage of the total flow. The experiments we re performed in two
distinct manners. One is that the C3F6 flow is kept constant and H2 flow is added. The
total flow increases in this way from 20 seem for 0% H2 actdition to 42 seem for 52.3%
H2 addition. The residence time of a partiele in the reactor is decreasing in this way for
increasing H2 concentration. The second method was by decreasing the C3F6 flow
when adding H2. In this way both the total and C3F6 flow are 20 seem at 0% H2
addition. At 50% H2 actdition the C3F6 flow is reduced to 12 seem and the total flow is
24 seem. In this way the residence time of one partiele is not decreasing significantly
with increasing H2 concentration.
With both methods it is found that the refractive index increases monotonically as H 2 is
added. The refractive index is higher at 6 mTorr than at 20 mTorr operating pressure.
The deposition rates at 6 and 20 mTorr show with both methods a maximum as a
function of H2 addition. The maximum lies at a higher H2 concentration for the method
where the C3F6 flow is kept at a constant value. Further the maximum in deposition
rate shifts to a higher H2 concentration if the pressure is increased. lt is interesting that
the deposition rate decreases with pressure in pure C3F6 and increases with increasing
pressure if a high percentage of H 2 is added. lf one rather considers the deposition
yield instead of the deposition rate it is found that the deposition yield is higher at 20
mTorr than at 6 mTorr for all H2 concentrations. This could then indicate that ions are
important deposition precursors with a composition and a size that is dependent on the
process conditions. At different process conditions, e.g., different pressure, a different
amount of atoms can be deposited per ion and thus the deposition yield is different.
Next to the deposition rate the etch rates were determined at 1400W, for both 6 and
20 mTorr in C 3 F~ 2 discharges by the two different methods, see Fig. 5.14. The selfbias voltage was kept at a value of -1 OOV for all these conditions.
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Fig. 5.14:
Etch Rates measured in 1400W C3 Fi/H2 discharges at both
operaring pressure.

6 and 20 mTorr

lt can be observed that for all materials the etch rates decrease as Hz is added. The

oxide rate stays relatively constant for Hz actdition up to approximately 40% and then
rapidly drops off, whereas the other materials show a more gradual decrease.
Oxide to nitride and oxide to resist selectivities were calculated from these etch rates
and are plotted in Fig. 5.15.
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The selectivities of oxide to nitrideandresist were determinedfrom the etch rates.

The highest selectivity measured is 16 for oxide to nitride and 12 for oxide to resist.
The eperating conditions at which both selectivities were achieved are of 6 mTorr
eperating pressure, 1400W inductive power and 40% Hz actdition to 20 seem C3F6
flow.
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Again it is suspected that the selectivity achieved might be due to selective deposition
of a relatively thick fluorocarbon film on nitride. In order to check this XPS
measurements are performed on samples of oxide and nitride processed at 1400 W
inductive power at 6 or 20 mTorr for different Hz concentrations in C3FJHz.
A comparison between the C (ls) spectrum on oxide and nitride at both 6 mTorr and
20 mTorr fora condition where 43% of Hz is added to 20 seem C3F6 is made in Fig.
5.16.
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Fig. 5.16:
XPS C(l s) spectra of steady-state CFx layers on oxide and nitride samples
processed at bath 6 and 20 mTorr, 1400 W inductive power, C3 Fr/H2 (43% H2).

The C(ls) intensity on nitride is significantly different for the two conditions, while it is
approximately the same on oxide. lt is obvious that at 6 mTorr the film thickness
difference between oxide and nitride is much more significant than at 20 mTorr. lt is
noteworthy that at these conditions at 6 mTorr the selectivity of oxide to nitride is also
much higher than at 20 mTorr. This indicates that the same mechanism as in discharges
with a CzFJC 3F6 chemistry can be responsible for selective etching. Further it can be
noted that the F/C ratio of the fluorocarbon films is higher at 20 mTorr than at 6
mTorr. Also the F/C ratios are higher on the oxide surfaces than on the nitride
surfaces, which is opposite of what was seen in pure CzF6 •
The fluorocarbon film thicknesses on oxide and nitride determined from the Si(2p)
spectra at 15° and 90° for the different conditions where the Hz concentration was
varied are plotted in Fig. 5.17.
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Fig. 5.17: The thicknesses from the fluorocarbon films on oxide and nitride samples etched at 6 and
20 mTorr at 1400W we re determined using the intensities of the Si(2p) peak measured at 90° and 15°.
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It shows that the film thickness on nitride samples etched at 6 mTorr increases

significantly with actdition of H2 • The thickness on oxide for these conditions is slowly
increasing from 0 to 20% and then stays at the same value. Por the samples etched at
20 mTorr the thickness stays approximately at a constant value on both oxide and
nitride. The films on nitride are again for all conditions thicker than on oxide.
Cernparing these values with the etch rates of oxide and nitride shows the same
correlation between the thickness and etch rate as was observed when C2P6 was added
to C3P6.

5.2.2.5 Discussion of results.
The results presented in the previous sections show that there is a strong correlation
between the thickness of a fluorocarbon film present on the surface to be etched and
the etch rate. Pigure 5.18 clearly shows the correlation. In this plot the etch rates of the
samples etched for XPS analysis are plotted versus the determined fluorocarbon film
thickness. The varying parameters are the eperating pressure (6 or 20 mTorr) and the
gas phase chernistry (CzPdC3P6 and C3PdHz).
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Fig. 5.18:
Etch rates of oxide and nitride versus fluorocarbon film thickness during steady
state etching of the substrates. The parameters that were varied for the different points are the
operating pressure and the gas phase chemistry. The self-bias voltage was kept at -JOOV for all
conditions.

It is interesting to see that a slight change in the film thickness on nitride coincides with

a much larger change in the etch rate than it does on oxide. Purther, the data for
different eperating pressures all line up for nitride processing such that a pressure
independent relation between etch rate and film thickness seems to exist. Por oxide
processing the relation between etch rate and film thickness however is not pressure
independent. Por the same film thickness a lower oxide etch rate is observed at 20
mTorr than at 6 mTorr.
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Possible explanations for the observed effects will be discussed in this section. First a
mechanism that explains the difference between oxide and nitride etching independent
of gas phase chemistry will be presented. Next it will be discussed how the different
feedgases influence the etching process.

A mechanism for selective oxide to nitride etching
In order to understand how the etch mechanism for selective oxide to nitride etching
works one needs to realize that there are two types of species present in the used
fluorocarbon plasmas. These are fluorine species and fluorocarbon or carbon species.
Fluorine is widely accepted as being a precursor for CFx, Si, ShN4 , resist and Si02
etching. !He?s. EP7 9• EP82 · M182 • ML84 • Fiss. oEs?a,b,cJ Fluorocarbon and carbon species can both
contribute to deposition and to etching. [Frss. B093 • OE94a. ON94 • MR96 • KI 961 At this point a
mechanism is proposed that is able to explain the data. lt can be divided into submechanisms: (a) fluorine based ion enhanced chemica! etching and (b) carbon based ion
enhanced chemica! etching.
The fluorine based mechanism.
The fluorine based etch mechanism is equally responsible for both oxide and nitride
etching, i.e., it results in the same etch rate if the fluorocarbon film on the substrate
material has the same steady state thickness. The fluorine etch mechanism works as
follows.
Suppose initially after igniting the plasma fluorocarbon deposition takes place on the
substrate materiaL The deposited fluorocarbon however will be exposed to ion
bombardment when a RF bias power is applied to the wafer. Ion bombardment will
result in breaking bonds in the fluorocarbon material and thus in the release of fluorine
in the fluorocarbon materiaL lt is also possible that free atomie fluorine radicals are
produced in the film due to the dissociation of fluorocarbon ions after impact on the
surface, i.e., ion impact dissociation. The flux of gas phase species to the surface can
be a souree for fluorine radicals in the fluorocarbon film as well.
Ion bombardment can on one hand result in the production of the etchant fluorine and
on the other hand provides the system with energy. Th is will result in chemical
reactions between atomie fluorine and the fluorocarbon film. The fluorocarbon film on
top of the substrate material will thus be etched by for example a reaction where
volatile CF4 is formed. The thickness of the fluorocarbon film will therefore decrease.
At some point the fluorocarbon film will be thin enough that some of the ion
bombardment energy will be deposited in the substrate material instead of the
fluorocarbon film. This will cause the breaking of bonds in the substrate materiaL This
results in the creation of reaction sites for the atomie fluorine. Etching of the substrate
material can take place if the atomie fluorine released in the CFx layer travels to the
surface andreacts chemically at the created sites.
On its way through the CFx film however, the fluorine will be partially absorbed by the
fluorocarbon film, which results in etching of the fluorocarbon film. The etching of the
fluorocarbon film now however takes place at a lower rate since the available fluorine
that can result in etching, has to be shared with the substrate materiaL At some point
the etch rate of fluorocarbon and the deposition rate of fluorocarbon material will
balance. At this point steady state conditions are reached and a steady-state
fluorocarbon film is formed at the surface to be etched.
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Suppose the production of reaction sites for fluorine reactions occurs at a similar rate
on oxide and nitride under similar process conditions. In that case the etch rate of
oxide should be equal to the etch rate of nitride. lt can however be expected that on
nitride more sites for reactions with fluorine will be produced than on oxide when one
looks at the bondstrengtbs of the different substrate materials, see Table 5.1.
Additionally, on nitride both N and Si sites can re act with fluorine forming for example
volatile NF3 and SiF4 , whereas on oxide only Si sites will react with fluorine.
Table 5.1: Bondstrengths in different substrate materials.

Bond Strength
3.22 eV
4.52eV
8.34 eV

Chemica! Bond:
Si- Si
Si-N
Si- 0

The fact that nitride then would consume more fluorine than oxide, could according to
the above presented mechanism lead to a thicker film on nitride than on oxide. This is
exactly what is observed, however the etch rate of nitride also would be higher than
the oxide etch rate. This is the opposite of what is seen. lt can therefore be concluded
that the bondstrength between substrate elements is ultimately not determining the
relation between the etch rate and fluorocarbon film thickness.
Since the observed effects thus cannot be explained by the fluorine based etching
mechanism alone, it is expected that a different mechanism is active simultaneously.
This mechanism could be the carbon based mechanism that will be discussed next.

The carbon based mechanism.
In the carbon mechanism it is assumed that next to the creation of sites for fluorine
reactions also sites for reactions of the substrate material with carbon species are being
created. This leads to an enhanced etching of the substrate material and an enhanced
consumption rate of the fluorocarbon film material as well. The steady state
fluorocarbon film will have a different thickness due to the presence of this extra drain
for fluorocarbon materiaL The film could either be thinner, equally thick or thicker than
in the case of the fluorine mechanism alone. This will be dependent on how dominant
the different processes are in the overall mechanism.
The key assumption to be made for explaining the difference between oxide and nitride
etching is: oxide can react at a higher rate with (fluoro)carbon species than nitride
can. This assumption is supported by observations reported in literature that indicate
that (fluoro)carbon species are more important etch precursors for oxide than for
nitride. [WI 83 • cLss, Fiss. ZH941 In other words, reactions between (fluoro )carbon and oxygen
with typical volatile reaction products like CO, C02 or COF2, [WI831 are more effective
than reactions between (fluoro)carbon and nitride, by which volatile products like CN
or CNF are formed.[DU 911 lf the consumption rate of (fluoro)carbon species is higher
on oxide than on nitride, more accumulation of these species will take place on nitride
than on oxide. On nitride therefore a relatively thick fluorocarbon film will develop.
This thick fluorocarbon film will suppress the fluorine based etching of the nitride.
Even though the reactivity of nitride with fluorine is relatively high, the net etch rate
will be relatively low. The nitride etch rate will be very much dependent on the
developed film thickness. This is consistent with the data in Fig. 5.18. Por example it
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can be seen that a relatively small increase in film thickness suppresses the etch rate
significantly.
Since oxide consumes the carbon species at a relatively high rate, only a relatively thin
fluorocarbon film stays present under steady state etching conditions. No significant
etch suppression takes place. Both carbon and fluorine species, which can be fragments
of impact dissociation of fluorocarbon ions, are important etchants. The oxide etch rate
could therefore be described by a mechanism of direct reactive ion etching and will be
very much dependent on the ion arrival rate at the surface. This is also consistent with
the data in Fig. 5.18. For example, the etch rates at 20 mTorr (lower ion density) are
lower than at 6 mTorr.
Since the trends of nitride and photoresist etching are roughly the same it might be
possible that a similar mechanism as is presented above ultimately is responsible for
photoresist etching. Since processed photoresist surfaces were not studied by XPS
there is no evidence for the presence of a steady-state fluorocarbon film on this
material during etching in C2F6/C 3F6 or C3F6/H2. In a study of the selective etching of
oxide to photo-resist in a CHF3 discharge it is however observed that a fluorocarbon
film is present. [00961
The model presented above explains why there is a difference in the etching of nitride
and oxide. It is however still unclear what the reason is for the formation of
fluorocarbon films with different thicknesses if different feedgases are used. This issue
will be discussed next.
The influence of feedgas chemistry on the etching
Two distinct feedgas chemistry variations were studied. First the difference between
C2F6 and C3F6 will be discussed. The effects of H2 actdition to C3F6 will be treated next.

A significant difference in the chemica! structure of the feedgases C2F6 and C3F6, see
Fig. 5.19, may be responsible for the differences in the etching behavior of the two
gases.
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Fig. 5.19:

F

F

F

chemica[ structure of(a) C2 F6 and (b) C3F6.

The two fluorocarbon gases differ in fluorine to carbon ratio (F/C ratio) per molecule.
This is directly related to the type of boncts between the carbon atoms. The
bondstrengths for the different bonds are listed in Table 5.2. Another difference
between the two gases is the number of carbon atoms per molecule. These differences
can lead (a) to the production of the same etch and deposition precursors by different
mechanisms or (b) to the production of different etch and deposition precursors.
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Table 5.2: bondstrengths in C2 F6 and C3 F6.
,,
,'

'

Chemica! Bond:
C-F
C-C
C=C

Bond,Sfrength
4.43eV
3.48eV
6.17 eV

,,

Por example ad (a), if it is assumed that CF2 radicals are important precursors for
deposition as is often believed, [M 182' AGS), L089 ' oEs?bJ the minimum energy required to
create one deposition precursor in C3F6 is 6.17 eV. In C2F6 it would require 3.48 +
4.43 = 7.91 eV. Tagether with the creation of one CF2 deposition precursor molecule
in C2F6 however, also one F atom, which is an important etch precursor, is released
into the plasma.
Another example ad (b), since the unsaturated C3F6 molecule is relatively large one can
imagine that larger deposition precursors are also likely to be created, e.g. C2F3 •
radicals. To create this precursor even less energy is required than for the formation of
a CF2 species. If this molecule would stick to a surface immediately five atoms are
deposited rather than three in the case when a CF2 molecule deposits. This could lead
to the formation of a thicker fluorocarbon film, which is in agreement with
observations.

The possibility of different deposition precursor formation due to the chemica!
structure between C2F6 and C3F6 does not give a possible explanation for the effects
seen when H 2 is added to C3F6 • Therefore a different explanation must be found. A
possible explanation can be found in the fluorine abstraction effect of H 2 actdition to
fluorocarbon gases, by: [HE75, EP79, EP82, MI82, AG83, ML84, L089, HI94,FU94a,b, zH94]

H+F--7 HF
or

H + CF3 --7 CHF3•
Both reactions lead to a reduction of fluorine either absolutely and/or relatively to
carbon species. These fluorine scavenging reactions can take place both in the gas
phase and at the surface.
The fluorine scavenging property of H2 is supported by the fact that the refractive
index of passive deposited fluorcarbon films increases with H2 addition. lt has been
established that the index of refraction of fluorocarbon films is inversely propotional to
the F/C ratio of these films. [C094b, RU 96c1 Also it becomes clear from XPS data that for
steady-state fluorocarbon films the F/C ratio decreases for increasing H2 concentration
in the feedgas.
Since fluorine is assumed to be an etch precursor, it is clear that the actdition of H2 will
result in the reduction of the etch rate of both the deposited CFx and the underlying
layer. The reduction in the etch rate of both the deposited CFx and the underlying layer
can lead to the formation of a thicker fluorocarbon film, which is consistent with the
data.
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5.3 Conc/usions
The ion current density in discharges of the different investigated feedgases increases
monotonically with inductive power for all gases. A decrease with increasing pressure
is observed for molecular gases, while an increase for argon is measured. Optical
emission intensity increases with increasing pressure and increasing inductive power
for all gases.
Results of studies on the etching behavior in TCP discharges in C2F6 , C3F6 , and
C3F6/H 2 show that the etching mechanism is both dependent on feedgas chemistry and
substrate chemica! composition. XPS analysis of oxide and nitride samples show that a
fluorocarbon film is present during steady state etching conditions. The chemical
composition and the thickness of the fluorocarbon film are dependent on both the gas
phase chemistry and on the substrate materiaL The thickness of the film is strongly
correlated with the etch rate of the substrate materiaL
The difference in film thickness on oxide and nitride has been suggested to be due to a
difference in reaction rate of the substrate material with (fluoro)carbon species in the
fluorocarbon film. The etch rate of silicon nitride is suppressed due to the presence of a
relatively thick film.
The observed differences in the etch and/or deposition behavior between C2F6 and
C3F6 are suggested to be a result of the production of different etch or deposition
precursors. The differences observed upon H2 addition to C3F6 are ascribed to a
fluorine scavenging effect of H2.
Selective etching of oxide to nitride and resist has been established in the TCP. The
highest oxide to nitride selectivity measured in the TCP is 16:1 at a condition of 6
mTorr operating pressure, 1400W inductive power, in a C3F6/H 2 discharge where the
H2 concentration is 43%. At the same condition the highest selectivity to photoresist
was measured yielding a value of 12:1.

5.4 Future Directions
Although a reasanabie selectivity of oxide to nitride and resist has been achieved
further process optimization is still needed. The addition of H2 to fluorocarbon
discharges may ultimately not bring a salution since H penetration into silicon
substrates can lead to an increased donor mobility in doped silicon, which is an
undesirable effect.
Further the research needs to be expanded beyond the study of blanket etching. Since
ultimately the etching of silicon dioxide has to stop on a curved nitride surface in the
fabrication of self-aligned contact structures, the angular dependenee of the etching
process needs to be studied. Angular nitride structures have therefore been developed
and will be etched at conditions where high blanket selectivity of oxide to nitride is
achieved.
Also aspect ratio dependent etching needs to be studied in the near future at conditions
where significant selectivity of oxide to nitride and resist is achieved. Test structures
for this study are available.
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6. High-Resalution Patterning of Chromium Films on Glass
Substrates.
6. 1 Introduetion
Photomasks, which find applications in op ti cal lithography, have been produced by
electron beam (EB) lithography of an electron beam resist layer and a subsequent wet
etching step that transfers the pattem into a chromium film on a glass substrate. The
reason for chromium to be used is because of its excellent actherenee to glass, high
scratch and wear resistance, and high optical absorption. [cu831
As the packing density of integrated circuits increases, problems conceming the
anisotropy of the wet etch step arise. Therefore plasma etching is proposed for highresolution pattem transfer from the electron beam resist into the chromium. Chromium
photomask production in low density plasma reactors using CC1J02 or CFJ02
chemistries has been performed by several groups. [SA82 • sAs?. szs 2• cu831 It is reported that
the main problem with this process is the high erosion rate of the resist. Also it is
concluded that high-resolution pattem transfer (<1 micron) will suffer from the
undercutting of the resist, due to the isotropie etching component in these low-density
plasmas.
In this chapter the results of a study aimed at high-resolution patteming of chromium
films using aresist mask in a high-density CFJ02 plasma are summarized. In actdition
results of an alternative process using a silicon dioxide etch mask are presented. A
possible process for high-resolution photomask fabrication is described. Etch rates of
the different materials were determined by ellipsometry.

6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Chromium Etching
The possibility of forming a volatile compound that can be pumped away, is ultimately
the key factor in deterrnining if a eertaio material can be etched. Possible volatile
compounds of chromium are the oxyhalides, chromyl chloride Cr02 0 2 and chromyl
fluoride Cr0 2F 2 • In order to form either of these compounds it is necessary to mix
either chlorine-containing or fluorine containing etch gas with a large proportion of
oxygen. The etching of Cr films in a high-density plasma has been investigated for a
CFJ0 2 chemistry. In Fig. 6.1 some of the determined etch rates are plotted versus CF4
concentration of the total CFJ02 gas flow. The inductive power was at 1400 W for all
the obtained etch rates. Under biased conditions (250 W) etch rates were deterrnined
for both 6 and 20 mTorr operating pressures. For 20 mTorr also the etch rates were
deterrnined for conditions when no bias was applied.
A maximum of the Cr etch rate is observed for all exarnined conditions in the CF4
concentration regime between 25% and 40% CF4 in 0 2/CF4 • The concentration is
expressed as a percentage of the total mass flow into the reactor. The total feedgas
flow was 25 seem. From a comparison of the etch rates obtained under both biased and
non biased conditions at 20 mTorr it can be seen that the purely chemica} etching of Cr
is enhanced under ion bombardment
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The Cr etch rate dependenee on RF Bias Power has been investigated in greater detail
for 25% CF4 in a 0 2/CF4 plasma at 20 mTorr operating pressure and 1400 W inductive
power. The Cr etch rate increases roughly linear with RF bias power, see Fig. 6.2.
With an RF bias of 250 W, a Cr etch rate of more than 150 nm/min can be achieved
The Cr etch rates obtained at 6 mTorr and 250 W RF Bias Power are lower than at 20
mTorr and 250 W RF Bias Power. Since the ion current density at 6 mTorr is higher
than at 20 mTorr, see Fig. 6.3, the developed self-bias potential will be higher at 20
mTorr than at 6 mTorr. If the ion impact energy would be an important factor in the
etching mechanism this could be a reason for the higher etch rate at 20 mTorr.
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Fig. 6.3: Ion Current Density versus CF4 concentration. ( 1400 W)

Another reason for the enhanced etch rate at 20 mTorr is that the concentration of
reactive species is higher, as has been determined from optica! emission spectroscopy
on CFJ0 2 using Ar as an actinometer. A higher concentratien of reactive species
directly enhances the etch rate.
lt is interesting to correlate the concentrations of atomie fluorine and atomie oxygen in
the plasma, measured by actinometrie opti cal emission spectroscopy, and the Cr etch
rates. In the CF4 concentratien regime between 25% and 40%, where a maximum in
the Cr etch rate CF4 has been found to occur it is found by actinometry that both
atomie fluorine and atomie oxygen are significantly present, see Fig. 6.4.
Optie al emission spectroscopy on CFJ02 plasmas with Ar as an actinemeter has been
widely used to determine the relative atomie fluorine F and atomie oxygen 0 atom
density.[csso, u 94· AGBI, WA 861 Since the concentratien of Ar was kept a constant for the
examined conditions, the oxygen concentratien n0 and fluorine concentratien are
expected to be proportional to the intensity ratio of oxygen to argon and fluorine to
argon, respectively.
The Ar emission line at 750.4 nm, that has a threshold excitation energy of 13.48 eV,
is typically used for actinometry with the F emission at 703.7 nm (14.76 eV) or the 0
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triplet at 844.6 nm (10.99 eV). However, actioometry with the Ar line at 763.5 nm and
the Ar line at 811.5 nm, which have threshold excitation energies that are very close to
that ofthe Ar(750.4 nm) line, 13.17 eV and 13.08 eV respectively, gave similar results.
The 811.5 nm line is used for the data presented in Fig. 6.4. Por oxygen actioometry
the 0 triplet at 844.6 nm line has been used. This has been done since according to
Walkup et al. !WA861 who compared Ar actioometry of 0 in CF4/0 2 discharges with twophoton Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIP) measurements, this line showed a behavior
that corresponded much more with the LIP measurements than the than the 0 triplet at
777 nm. lt is therefore believed to be a better measure for ground state concentration
of oxygen. Although the arguments that support the use of the F 703.4 nm and the 0
844.6 nm emission lines as good measures for the ground state density are build on
observations made in low density processing plasmas, these lines were also used for
actioometry in high-density microwave plasmas. [KA96bl In this study it is assumed that
the same arguments fortheuse of the F 703.4 nm and the 0 844.6 nm emission lines
are also valid in a high-density TCP plasma.
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squared. ( 1400 W, 20 mTorr)

Figure 6.4 shows that in the CF4 concentration range where a maximum Cr etch rateis
achieved, both the atomie fluorine and atomie oxygen concentrations in the plasma are
significantly high. This indicates that a chemica} reaction of Cr with both fluorine and
oxygen is responsible for the etching of Cr. Since the only known volatile reaction
product of Cr, fluorine and oxygen is chromyl fluoride Cr02F2 , the following reaction
is suggested to take place at the Cr surface:
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Another possible reaction pathway is based on the observation that in a pure oxygen
plasma (0% CF4 addition) under biased conditions no Cr etching takes place, but
instead the formation of non-volatile chromium oxide CrOx occurs, see Fig.6.1. The
formation of a CrOx film can also happen in a plasma where both fluorine and oxygen
radicals are present. The oxide film can then also form Cr02F2 • by the following
reaction mechanism:
Cr(s) + X O(g) ~ CrOx (s)
CrOx(sJ +(2-x)O(gJ +2F(gJ ~ Cr02F2 (gJ

The chromium oxide growth rate in a pure oxygen plasma at 250 W RF bias, 1400 W
inductive power and 20 mTorr is 13.5 nm/min. Under similar conditions except that
the operating pressure is 6 mTorr the CrOx growth occurs at a rate of 9 nm/min. The
fact that the CrOx growth rate is higher at 20 mTorr than at 6 mTorr may again be
explained by the fact that the concentrations of oxygen are higher and the self-bias
voltage more negative. Since the two reactions in this mechanism occur sequentially,
the slowest reaction will be the rate limiting step. Since the Cr etch rate in the CF4
concentration region between 25 and 40 % is much higher than the rate of CrOx
formation at 0% CF4 addition, it can be concluded that this reaction pathway cannot be
the dominant one forthese Cr etching conditions.
Since it was observed that the Cr etched spontaneously, i.e., without biasing, it can be
expected that in the etching of chromium is dominantly a chemical etch process. The
measured rate of a certain chemical reaction is often found to be proportional to the
concentrations of the reactants raised to some power. [ATS?J The measured Cr etch rate
might therefore be written as:
rate

=k [Of [F/,

(6.1)

where: k: the rate constant,
The overall orders of simple reactions, i.e., those corresponding to a small number of
step, are generally in the order of 0-4, and the orders with respect to each participant
are generally in the range 0-2. A reaction however, does not need to have an integral
order.and half-order reactions are often observed. Reactions of different order than
integral or half-integral are not commonly observed. [HM 691
Using the F/Ar and 0/Ar ratios from actinometry as measures for the relative
concentration of fluorine and oxygen, the Cr etch rate was plotted versus the
concentration products (0/Ar)a *(F/Ar)b for different combinations of a and b (a,
be {0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}). The different curves were fitted with a linear fit. The best linear
fit through the data is obtained for a=2 and b=l.5 and had a regression coefftcient of
0.98, see Fig. 6.5. If the (0/Ar) and (F/Ar) are good measures for the atomie oxygen
and atomie fluorine densities, then this could be an indication that the rate law for the
etching of Cr is of the order 1.5 in fluorine and of the order 2 in oxygen. In Fig. 6.4 the
product of (F/Ar)I. 5 and (O/Ar) 2 is plotted in the same plot with the (F/Ar) and
(0/Ar) ratio as a function of CF4 concentration.
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6.2.2 Selective Chromium to Resist Etching
For fabrication of high-resolution Cr photomasks, initially an approach using a photoresist mask for high-resolution pattem transfer into a chromium (Cr) film was
suggested. A major problem with this approach is that the ratio of the Cr etch rate to
the etch rate of the resist mask, the Cr to resist selectivity, is insufficient for all the
exarnined conditions to produce a satisfactory pattem transfer. Some of the results that
show the problem most clearly are plotted in Fig. 6.6.
In order to etch Cr at a reasonably high rate, oxygen has to be added to the CF4
discharge. However, as is obvious from Fig. 6.6 oxygen very rapidly etches the resist
materiaL lt shows that the resist etch rate increases dramatically upon 0 2 actdition to
CF4 • Further it can be seen that also the resist etch rate, just as the Cr etch rate,
increases with increasing pressure, which can be ascribed to an enhancement of purely
chernical reactions at higher pressures. Again this explanation is supported by OES
measurements that show that at 20 mTorr the density of excited species is higher than
at 6 mTorr.
The resist etch rates plotted in Fig. 6.6 obtained when a 250 W bias is applied show
that biasing also causes the resist erosion to increase drastically. The resulting etch
rates go up to 1400 nm/rnin or higher, depending again on the amount of atomie
oxygen present in the plasma.
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From these results it becomes clear that the key reason for the insufficiently high
selectivity is that oxygen is present in the plasma. lf however the oxygen content is
reduced to zero the Cr can no longer be etched at a reasanabie rate, as seen before in
Fig. 6.1 and now again in Fig. 6.6 where for comparison the chromium etch rates are
also shown.
It is found that for all exarnined conditions the resist etch rate is at least by a factor of
17 greater than the Cr etch rate. Therefore, it will be impossible to transfer resist
pattems into the Cr films. However, the results show that a possible application of the
processing of photo-resist layers with oxygen as a feedgas can be found in fast
stripping of these layers.

6.2.3 A New Process to Produce Chromium Photomasks.
The results presented above show that the initially investigated approach using a resist
mask will not allow to successfully transfer a pattem into Cr. Therefore a new process
of producing photomask structures has been designed. In this process a highly selective
etching of Cr to Si02 is required. The process of selective etching of Cr to Si02 has
been studied as a function of gas composition. The data that prove that it is possible to
meet the selectivity requirements are supplied in the next section. In this section the
new approach of photomask fabrication will be discussed. Figure 6.7 gives a schematic
outline of the process.
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Fig. 6. 7: Schematic layout of the process for producing chromium photomasks.
(a) lithography for patteming the resist on top ofthe deposited layer structure.(Stepl to 4)
(b) pattem transfer into the Si0 2 .(Step 5)
(c) pattem transfer into the Cr layer. (Step 6 and 7)

Successively the following steps have to be taken:
1. Deposit the Cr film on the glass substrate;
2. Deposit a Si02 layer on top of the Cr film;
3. Deposit a the resist layer on top of the Si02 film;
4. Pattem the resist by lithography;
5. Use an etching process that allows for high-resalution pattem transfer from the
resist into the Si02 film. This can be done using fluorocarbon plasmas,e.g. CHF3 ,
which provide infinite selectivity to the Cr film.
6. Use the etching process described in the previous section with a CF4/0 2 chernistry
to transfer for high-resalution pattem transfer from the Si02 pattem into the Cr
film. The etching will stop on the glass substrate. Also during this step the resist
film is removed with an extremely high ra te as was discussed previously. A
separate step for resist stripping is therefore not required.
7. The stripping of the Si02 mask is not required. lt may be left in place to form a
protective coating on the Cr film.
The only difference between this process and the initially suggested process, where a
resist mask was used for pattem transfer into Cr, is the additional deposition of a Si02
layer. The deposition of this layer may be attractive from the point of view of
passivation of the Cr photo-mask. Currently the test structures for the proposed
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fabrication process are being produced and the etching of these will be investigated in
the near future. Results of a study on the selective etching of Cr to Si02 will be shown
in the next section. In the section after that a summary of the results from an initial
study on the transfer of photo-resist pattems into Si02 using CHF3 as a feedgas will be
presented.

6.2.4 Selective Chromium to Si0 2 Etching
For similar conditions as Cr where a maximum Cr etch rate was achieved also silicon
dioxide bas been processed. Fig. 6.8 shows etch rate data for Si02 , that are equivalent
to the Cr etch rate data shown in Fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.8:

Si0 2 etch rates versus percentage CF4 in O/CF4 ( 1400 W, 20 mTorr).

A very different behavior for Si02 processing is found. lf no RF bias is applied, only
film growth is seen on Si02 • Once an RF bias of 250 W is applied, etching of the Si02
is seen for CF4 concentrations of greater than 30% in 0 2/CF4 • Below this percentage
still film growth is seen on Si02 • This behavior clearly indicates that for etching of Si02
both ion bombardment and the correct chemica} environment are required. The grown
films have not been studied in detail up to this point and no information on the
chemica} composition of these films is yet available.
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By combining the results from Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.8, Fig. 6.9 can be obtained.
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Cr and Si0 2 etch rates and selectivity versus percentage CF4 in
(1400 W, 20 mTorr, 250 W RF Bias Power)

O~CF4 •

The etch rates of Cr and Si02 with RF bias of 250 W are shown as a function of
percentage CF4 in 0 2/CF1. On the right ordinate the Cr/Si02 etch selectivity is shown.
It is found that for CF4 concentrations of less than 30% in 0 2/CF4 , the Cr filmscan be
etched with infinite selectivity to the Si02 layer, since for these conditions the etching
of Cr is possible while it is impossible to etch the silicon dioxide.
The infinite selectivity feature of the described process enables to transfer a pattem in
an oxide mask into an underlying Cr film. An additional very practically useful property
of the process is that the etching will automatically stop on the glass substrate.

6.2.5 Resist pattern transfer into silicon dioxide using CHF3 as a feedgas.
Microstructural pattems were transferred from resist into oxide in a TCP plasma of
1400 W inductive power using CHF3 as a feedgas at 6 mTorr eperating pressure. At
these conditions the structures were etched at both -85V and -120V self-bias voltage.
The samples consisted of 0. 7 micron thick photoresist pattems on a 4 micron thick
silicon dioxide film on Si ( 100). The lateral dimensions of trenches we re 0.2- 1.0
micron. The samples were etched for 300s to deptbs of 1.40-2.55 micron into the Si02
for different conditions. The processed structures were investigated by SEM
measurements.
SEM micrographs of 1 micron wide trenches etched in a 6 mTorr plasma are shown in
Fig. 6.1 0. The remaining resist film was not stripped after processing. A AuP
conducting layer was sputtered onto the samples before SEM analysis to prevent the
sample from charging. The processed samples were cut to obtain proper dimensions
for SEM analysis. The right side-wall of the microtrench etched at -85V was displaced
during this cutting.
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-85V self-bias

-120V self-bias

Fig. 6.10: SEM micrographs of 1 micron wide trenches etched at 6 mTorr, 1400 W, 40 seem CHF3 at
bath -85V and -120V self-bias potential.

Trenches with sictewall angles ranging from 86.5° to 88° and aspect ratios larger than
10 can be etched at these conditions. The most vertical sidewalls are observed at the
most negative self-bias potential (-120V). Since it shows that this process is able to
transfer high-resolution resist patterns into oxide, it can be concluded that oxide mask
production is possible in the TCP.
1t can be observed that the trenches were etched at a higher rate close to the sictewall
than in the middle of the trench. This effect is called microtrenching.
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Fig. 6.11: Amount of microtrenching as a percentage of the total etched depth as a function of the
initia/ trench width.

The depth of the microtrench was measured with respect to the middle of the trench
and is expressed as a percentage of the total etched depth. lt can be observed that the
amount of microtrenching decreases as the initia! trench width decreases, see Fig. 6.11.
Further, trenches etched at -85V self-bias voltage have less microtrenching than when
etched at -120V self-bias voltage. Microtrenching has in literature been reported to be
due to reflection of ions from the sidewalls. [WE951 This results typically in an enhanced
arrival rate of ions near the side-wall and thus enhanced etching. The fact that less
microtrenching is observed can in this case be explained by the fact that for small
trenches the near side-wall regions with an enhanced ion arrival rate are overlapping
resulting in an enhanced ion arrival in the middle of the trench as well. Other possible
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reasans for microtrenching that were suggested in literature are neutral shadowing near
the side-walls that results in a locally decreased deposition rate [00951 , or an increased
concentration of neutral etch precursors due to surface diffusion. [MFS 9l
The depth of the silicon dioxide trenches is measured and plotted as a function of the
initial trench width, see Fig. 6.12.
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The etched depth was measured both from the bottorn of the microtrench, i.e., close to
the side-wall, and from the top of the microtrench, i.e., in the middle of the trench. 1t
shows that the etch rate in the trenches with an initial width in the range between 0.21.0 micron is not significantly dependent on the aspect ratio close to the side-wall of
the trenches. In the middle of the trench the etch rate increases with initial trench width
and could be called an inverse RIE Lag effect. [00951 This effect is more pronounced for
the structures etched at -120V self-bias. The inverse RIE Lag effect can again be
explained by the effect that for small trenches the regions with an enhanced ion flux
due to reflections at the wall will overlap thus resulting in enhanced etching also in the
middle of the trench. In this case the inverse RIE Lag and the decreased
microtrenching for smaller features would be directly related.

6.3 Summary and Conclusions
From the results of a study aimed at high-resalution patteming of chromium using a
resist mask it can be concluded that chromium can be eched in a high-density CF4/0 2
plasma. lt is suggested that the dominant chemical reaction that is responsible for the
etching of chromium involves both atomie oxygen and atomie fluorine. Due to the
need for oxygen in the discharge problems with selectivity of chromium to resist arise.
Therefore it is not possible to successfully transfer a resist pattem into a Cr film.
Results of selective chromium to silicon dioxide etching show that selective etching of
Cr to Si02 is possible even at conditions where Cr is being etched at maximum rate.
Using these results an alternative process for high-resalution pattem transfer into Cr
films is proposed using Si02 as masking materiaL The proposed process only requires
an additional Si02 deposition step. This extra layer can act as a Cr proteetion layer in
the final product.
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lt is reported that the oxide masks needed in this process can be produced in a TCP
plasma of 1400 W inductive power using CHF3 as a feedgas at 6 mTorr operating
pressure under biased conditions.

6.4 Future Directions
Although studies on the selective blanket etching of chromium to nitride indicate that
high resolution transfer of oxide pattems into chromium is possible, the etching of the
actual structures will have to be studied. Due to the fact that chromium etches
spontaneously, i.e., without RF biasing, it is anticipated that undercutting of the oxide
mask might occur. Next to this effect other Aspect Ratio Dependent Etching effects
will be issue of investigation.
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7. General Con cl usions
Materials processing in a Transformer Coupled Plasma (TCP) reactor has been
successfully demonstrated by the presentation of the results of different studies
performed in the Plasma Processing and Research Laboratories at the University at
Albany.
From a study on RF biasing in the TCP where a linear relationship between the RF bias
power and the self-bias potential has been found to exist, it can be concluded that the
ion energy and ion density can be varied independently.
In a study on the ability to etch silicon dioxide selective to silicon nitride and
photoresist it is found that the ion current density increases monotonically with
inductive power for all investigated feedgases. The ion current density decreases with
increasing pressure for molecular gases, while it increases for argon. Optica! emission
intensity increases with increasing pressure and increasing inductive power for all
gases.
Results of studies on the etching behavior in TCP discharges in CzF6, C3F6, and
C3FJHz show that the etching mechanism is both dependent on feedgas chemistry and
substrate chemica! composition. Differences in the chemistry between CzF6 and C3F6
are suggested to result in the production of different etch or deposition precursors.
Effects due to Hz addition to C3F6 are ascribed to a fluorine scavenging effect of Hz.
XPS analysis of oxide and nitride samples show that a fluorocarbon film is present
during steady state etching conditions. The chemica! composition and the thickness of
the fluorocarbon film are dependent on both the gas phase chemistry and on the
substrate materiaL The thickness of the film is strongly correlated with the etch rate of
the substrate materiaL Etch selectivity of oxide to nitride is achieved for conditions
where a relative thick fluorocarbon film is present on nitride. The nitride etch rate is
selectively suppressed by this film. A maximum oxide to nitride selectivity of 16 to 1
has been measured in a discharge at 1400 W inductive power, 6 mTorr eperating
pressure at -100 V self-bias voltage. The feedgas mixture consisted of 43% Hz added
to C3F6. At the same condition the highest selectivity to photoresist was measured
yielding a value of 12:1.
In a study aimed at high-resolution patteming of chromium it is observed that the most
dominant reaction for chromium etching is probably the formation of volatile chromyl
fluoride in areaction with oxygen and fluorine. Poor selectivity of chromium etching to
resist was achieved. Highly selective etching of chromium to oxide however allows for
high-resolution pattem transfer into Cr films. The oxide masks needed in this pattem
transfer step can be produced in a CHF3 discharge at 6 mTorr eperating pressure and
1400W inductive power under biased conditions.
From the presented results it can be concluded that the TCP is a promising candidate
to meet future requirements on plasma processes used for processing of materials.
However, further process optimization is still needed. A better understanding of the
processes on a more fundamentallevel is therefore indispensable.
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8. Future Directions
The general future objective of the project described in this work is to clarify, at a
fundamental level, the roles of reactive ions and reactive neutral radicals during etching
using inductively coupled high-density fluorocarbon discharges.
In order to achieve this goal, identification of the active species in fluorocarbon TCP
discharges is required. The composition of the ion and neutral fluxes that strike the
substrates during processing will therefore be studied in detail using a line-of-sight
appearance mass spectrometer.
The identification of the reactive species makes it possible to look at the influence of
the separate species in isolation, by utilizing reactive ion and neutral beams. In order to
produce a beam of a specific kind of species with a controllable energy, a Plasma
Understanding and Simulation System (PLUSS) will be used.
The energies of ions in TCP discharges vary between the plasma potential (about 20
eV) to several 100 eV, depending on what RF bias voltage is applied. This energy
range is fully accessible in the reactive ion beam work that will be done with the
PLUSS. Etch yields and selectivities will be determined as a function of ion species,
ion energy and energy flux for the ions identified in the flux composition
measurements. The study of synergistic effects that exist when reactive ions and
neutral radical fluxes simultaneously strike surfaces, will be possible by utilizing
reactive neutral beams in actdition to the reactive ion beams. The products that are
formed and the product energy distribution function will be determined by time-offlight/modulated beam mass speetrometry (TOF/MBMS). The composition, bonding
and thickness of the surface reaction layers that form on the different materials will be
determined by in situ XPS and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
The results of these experiments will provide an understanding of the etch processes at
a more fundamental level than currently is the case. This will ultimately result in the
improvement of the studied etching processes.
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